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RAPPELLING — Students in the first year Army ROTC program at Calloway County High got a chance Thursday to
participate in their first off-campus activity this school year through the cooperation of the ROTC Department at
Murray State University. University instructors, along with high school instructor Retired Major Freeman Dallas
taught the students the fundamentals of rappelling — descending heights using a rope apparatus. In the photo at
the bottom Capt. Ellis Pennington, a Murray State University ROTC instructor, tells students about rappelling. Major
Dallas is pictured in the background preparing a student for a descent. In the top, right picture Steve Hale and Todd
Harrison get ready for a trip down the 30 foot wall. And in the top, left photo, a Murray State ROTC student demon-
strates a rappelling technique. Calloway County High ROTC activities this year will include field trips, shooting in-
struction and courses like the rappelling class, according to Major Dallas.
Stall Photos by Lowell Atchlt,
Carter, Sadat, Begin Meet
Across-The-Board Price
Pressures Ease In August
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — An across-
the-board easing of price pressures
occurred in the economy in August as
wholesale prices declined 0.1 percent,
the first drop in this iter measure of
inflation in two years, the government
reported today.
It was the most encouraging
development yet in the, government's
fight to control inflation. Prices of
consumer foods fell 1.5 percent, the
biggest decline in two years.
Wholesale prices had increased 0.5
percent in July and were up 7.7 percent
for the 12-month period ending in
August. The August decline was the
first since August of 1976, when prices
fell 0.2 percent.
If continued for a year, the August
decline of 0.1 percent would result in a
12-month drop in wholesale prices of 1.2
percent. However, not even the most
optimistic economists, expect that to
happen.
The decline in consumer food prices
was the major factor in the break in the
upward price spiral in August, but
_there also was a slowdown in price
increases for goods other than foods,
which rose only 0.4 percent, just half of
the July increase.
The .Labor Department said its
producer price index for finished goods,
as the wholesale price report is now
called, stood in August at 195.3 of the
1967 average of 100, meaning that goods
priced at $100 then had increased to
$195.30 last month.
Government economists were
pleasantly surprised by the decline,
which was not expected. It seemed
likely it would result in a strengthening
of the U.S. dollar on world money
markets and take some of the pressure
off President Carter to resort to tough
new measures to battle inflation.
However, inflation for the year has
been much worse than originally
forecast, now rising near 10 percent at
an annual rate at the consumer level,
and the administration is at work on
new wage and price guidelines for
business and labor in an effort to help
bring it under control.
The price trends at the wholesale
level are expected to eventually show
up at the consumer level, so the August
drop in wholesale prices was welcome
news to consumers as well.
The labor Department said the 1.5
percent decline in finished' consumer
food prices, the first since August of
1976 when they fell 1.8 percent, was led
by sharply lower prices for processed
poultry, fresh and dried fruits and
vegetables and eggs, all of which had
increased a month earlier. The price of
coffee, beef and veal also declined.
yint Of Progress Slips Through Summit Veil
CAMP DAVID, Md. ( AP) — A veiled
hint of progress is slipping through the
secrecy at the Middle East summit.
The meeting's official spokesman
dropped the hiOtAbLirsiltiy as President
Carter, Israeli wifriime Minister
Menachem Begin and • Egyptiao
'President Anwar Sadat wasted no time
getting to the thorniest issues in the
Arab-Israeli conflict.
White House press secretary. Jody
Powell, who has gone to great lengths to
avoid pronouncements that would
disclose anything substantial about the
talks, seemed to slip as he argued that
inside today
secrecy has been helpful to the summit
participants.
"We have found this atmosphere to
be heltiful and conducive to the sort of
discussions we wanted to have." Powell
said. "And the gentremen are pleased
with this arrangement."
There was no,word from the Egyp-
tians, Israelis or Americans about
whether Carter was making progress.
Nor was Powell willing to characterize
the mood of the discussions. But
Powell's impromptu comment strongly
suggested the U.S. president was not
displeased with developments so far in
One Section — 16 Pages
Child abuse is a continuing problem in the United
States, but today there is an organization for parents
prone to abuse their children. Dr. Mark Singer,
assistant professor of Social Work at Murray State
University today examines child abuse and talks about
the help available for "child abuse parents." Set
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the summit, which began late Tuesday.
Ca5er 4accelerated the pace of his
summitry Thursday evening, meeting
with Prime Minister Begin and
President Sadat for the second time in
less than four hours.
In addition, Vice President Walter F.
Mondale was flown up from
Washington for the second straight day.
He joined Secretary of State Cyrus R.
Vance, Secretary of Defense Harold
•Brown„ and Zbigniew Brzezinski,
Carter's national security adviser, for
midafternoon talks with Israeli Foreign
Minister Moshe Dayan and Defense
Minister Ezer Weizman.
Brown's presence revived
speculation about possible defense links
between the United States and Israel as
part of a Mideast settlement.
But Powell dismissed the possibility
of sending American troops to the
Mideast as "one of the great non-
existent stories of all time." He
described as "hogwash" reports the
administration might establish. art
American air base in territories won by
Israel in the 1967 war.
Powell said "no specific occurrence"
prompted Brown's trip here from
Washington. He said Brown was
summoned because of his "general role
and expertise in the area."
Mondale and Vance, after the
meeting with Dayan- and Weizman,
conferred for an hour with Egypt's
foreign minister, Muhammad Ibrahim
Kamil.
Carter, who spent about seven hours
with Begin and Sadat during the first
two days. of the summit, has moved
directly to the heart of the 30-year-old
Mideast dispute rather than taking the
easier course of beginning with
peripheral and less controversial
items.
Need Line Board To Meet
The Need Line Board of Directors
will meet Monday, Sept. 11, at twelve
noon at the Triangle Restaurant, ac-
cording to the board president, the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos.
Euple Ward, executive director, and
Dr. Wallace Baggett, advisory con-
sultant.-will give reports and made
recommendations for the work of the
organization for the cnming..M9.0.ths•
The fund raising effort for Friends of
Need Line will continue, according to
the co-chairmen, the Rev Robert
Brockhoff, treasurer, and Frances
Shea, board member
Other members of the board are
Marvin Harris, vice-president, Jo
Burkeen, secretary. Nell Eaton.
•issistant secretary, Margaret
Trevathan, the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
Sandra Gallimore, Helen Hodges,
Charles Timberlake, John Dale, Gary
Haverstock, Marie Holton, Groover
Parker. Betty Boston. Lennis Hale, and
Theron Riley.
Need Ilne is a corm unity in-
formation screening and referral
service that been in existence since
1ff-4 and focuses its efforts towards
meeting human needs and problems. It
is not an agency whose purpose it is to
provide direct services: rather, it is an
agency which attempts to link the client
to other community resources that
might prove useful in meeting in-
dividual needs, board members said
The finished goods price index
measures price changes at the
wholesale level just before goods reach
the final user, such as the consumer.
There were also declines in food prices
at the intermediate processing level,
down 2.4 percent, and the crude level
before processing has begun, down 1.8
percent, pointing to an easing of price
pressures all along the line.
The Labor Department said prices of
goods other than food rose 0.7 percent
at the intermediate level, but fell 0.4
percent at the crude level, down
sharply from a 2.3 percent increase in
July and the first decline at that level in
11 months.
The agency said prices for natural
gas and leaf tobacco fell at the crude
level after increasing in July, and that
crude petroleum prices rose sub
stantially less than in either of the two
preceding months.
It said much of the increase in non-
food prices at the . intermediate level
was caused by hikes in steel products,
which advanced substantially for the
third time this year.
The administration has been forced
several times to revise its inflation
forecast' for the year to reflect the
deterioration in prices. It is now
projecting an 8 percent increase in
consumer prices for all of 1978, which
would be the worst inflation rate since
1974 when prices rose 12.2 percent.
Even an 8 percent rate means price
increases must slow later in the year




Practically every printed publication known to modern day man is
plagued with a particular gremlin — typographical errors. Daily
newspapers, inherently due to the fast pace they are produced on a day-to-
day basis, probably have more than any other form of printed media.
Be that as it may, we still abhor errors, whether they be simply
typographical errors, reporting errors or whatever.
Our point is, we have experienced more than our share of typographical
errors in the past few weeks. More than our readers should expect and more
than we can rectify. These errors have not only occurred in text material,
but have even cropped up in headlines in a couple of instances.
It would be easy to say "we've made a lot of changes, that's the reason" or
"this new-f angled computer system is responsible."
But that is simply not the case. The great majority of typographical errors
that have appeared in this newspaper recently have been caused by one
thing and one thing alone — human hands.
We'd like to take this opportunity to offer our sincerest apologies to our
readers for our past errors and at the same time, pledge anew that we will do
better in the future.
The most obvious thing in this business is that when we do make an error,
there it is, in black and white, for the whole world to see.
We can offer no excuses, there are none. We can offer, however a pledge to
our readers, that we will make an even greater effort in the future to prevent
typographical errors from occurring in this publication.




A Murray Police Department in-
vestigation continues today in _con-
nection with an assault, and apparent
sexual abuse incident against two,.
Murray women at a residence of Main
Street in Murray early Thursday.
A police spokesman said today the
investigation continues into the incident
that left one women beaten about the
bead and another apparently sexually
abused.
Police said the assailant entered the
residence and confronted. the women,
students at Murray State University,
separately. One woman was beaten and
left on the ground outside the residence
while another told police the assailant
tried to rape her. She was not beaten,
police said.
.Police also today are investigating
theft and vandalism reports turned into
police the last two days. City police are
investigating a vandalism incident that
left a Murray Board of Education car
with some 8650 worth of damage. The
police spokesman said a person or
persons slashed fOur tires and smashed
the windshield of the auto parked at
board headquarters on Poplar.
•
Police are investigating a burglary
• report on Miler that left a purse con-
taining about 815 taken. Police are
investigating a theft report from Sigma
Phi House at Murray State. The report
indicates that a purse valued at $20 pies
cash, credit cards and personal items
Valued at CM was reported missing.
MURRAY MEN OF KENTUCKY CIVITAN — T,hree Murray Civitans have
SiiirerecteraliFiservers-state OFfiCersin The Kentucky District of Civitan In-
ternational for 1978-79. They are from left to right; Wayne Williams,
lieutenant Governor; John Emerson, Sergeant at Arms; Ray Harlan,
Louisville, Ky., Governor for 1978-79 and Coffield Vance, past Governor of -
Kentucky Civitans now serving on state board of directors. Harlan visited
with the Murray Civitan Club on Thursday evening, September 7. The
Murray and Cadiz Civitan Clubs will co-host the next Civitan meeting
November 10-11 at Kenlake Hotel.
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Redick-McGinnis
Iliss II itzi Lynne Redick
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Redick of 921 North 18th Street,
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Mitzi Lynne, to Keith
McGinnis, son of Mr. and Mrs. M. D. McGinnis of
Murray Route Two.
Both Miss Redick and Mr. McGinnis are 1978 graduates
of Calloway County High School. The bride-elect is em-
ployed at the library at Murray State University, and the
groom-elect is serving with the Air Force at Peterson Air
Force Base, Colorado Springs, Colo.
The double ring ceremony will be solemnized on
Saturday, Oct. 28. at seven p.m. at the Scotts Grove
Baptist Church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the
wedding. No invitations will be sent.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Fran‘es Drake 
FOR SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 9. 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
-
ARLES 
erl- 4-7Mar 21 to Apr. 20)
In a wide variety of desires,
concentrate an-lbe one which
offers the gres - bility
of____ Seek counsel from
experts.
TAURUS
{ Apr. 21 to May 21) ito
This should be a day of great
activity. Get as brisk a start
as you can and keep on course,
but daft overtax yourself.
Administering affairs with
finesse will bring rewards.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)n
You can swing some things
the way yOu wish, others will
not seem to yield. Keep at the
latter in the patient, practiced
manner that finally brings
results ...
CANCER
-C-40(June 22 to July 23)
The right start and -follow
through" will keep you master
of all situations. Your bright
handling of a stimulating.
challenge could bring in-
creased prestige. •
LEO 412{44(July 24 to Aug. 23)
You may encounter some
opposition, but your opponents
may have valid reason for
disagreeing with you, so look
and think well before you get
into fruitless arguments.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "r
Though actions speak
loudly, don't overlook the
importance of a few well-
chosen words at the propir- ---- but put yourself in a more
moment. Special care needed
in family discussions.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Splendid'prospects in sight.
Even if results are not im-
mediately forthcoming, good
efforts will make a favorable
Impression, hasten reward.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt'et
Leave nothing to chance.
Stress your innate
meticulousness for detail and
accuracy. In discussions, try
to persuade gently, not with
force. -
SAGITIARR:S 
erNov. 23 to Dec. 21) 8 -% P
Indicated now: Fine. op-
portunities for advancing your





Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 VJttri
A day in which to avoid
making hasty decisions and
impossible demands. In other
respects, you should have
smooth sailing.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some complex situations
indicated, but don't be
anxious. Your innate com-
petence and proficiency in
handling the unexpected
should see you through.
PISCES
Feb 20 to Mar 20.
Get out and mix with people
now A chance remark heard
at a social gathering could
give you a splendid idea.
YOU BORN TODAY . have
an extraordinarily keen mind;
are noted for your trust-
worthiness, precision and
meticulousness in handling
details. You have a high
potential for success and
happiness but, along the road,
can suffer setbacks through
moodiness and feelings of
inadequacy. You are a highly
emotional individual, but you
school yourself to contain all
feelings within yourself, which
can lead to severe fits of
depressiod Try to be less
inhibited, to let yourself go, as
the saying is, and you can not
only rise above introversion,
genial light with business"
s and associates. You
ye an affinity for science
may be especially at-
tracted to electronics or
hysics; may do importantresearch work in either area.
Other fields in which, properly
trained, of course, you could
make a shining success:
teaching, journalism, the
theater, literature, any oc-
cupation • which involves
travel. Birthdate of: Luigi
Galvani, Ital. physicist; Leo
Tolstoy, Russian writer;
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Murray Lions Club Candy
Day will be held at business
locations throughout the day.
Family 'Life Enrichment
Conference will open at the
First Baptist Church with a
family night banquet in the
fellowship hall at six p.m.
Cost will be $1.50 for adults
and 75 cents for children
with reservations by Sept. 6.
Saturday, September 9
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution
will meet at the home of
Mrs. John Livesay, New
Concord, at 1:30 p.m.
Murray State University
Women's Society will have a
welcoming coffee at ten a.m.
in the home economics
lounge of the applied Science
Building for all women
faculty and staff and wives
of faculty and staff arriving
on the campus this year.
Family Life Enrichment
Conference will continue at
First Baptist Church with
men's breakfast at eight
a.m., women's coffee at 9:30
a.m., deacons and wives
supper at six p.m.. and
Sunday School teachers and
all parents at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Lions Club Candy
Day will be held at business
locations throughout the day.
ROTC Open house and
exhibition will be held from
nine a.m. to two p.m. in the
parking lot of Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include Blue-
Gray Affair starting at Fort
Henry Trails parking lot at
10:30 a.m., and film and
auto- tour' on Canada goose
at two p.m. and drive and
discussion for elusive
wildlife...at eight p.m., both
starting at Center Station.
Murray State and Evan-
sville football game will be




Land Between the Lakes
activities will include ar-
chery tournament at Field
Archery Range at nine a.m.,
and horsemanship demon-
stration at Empire Farm




will meet at the home of




The Baptist Women of the
Elm Grove Church held- its
regtilar August meeting at
the church with ten mem-
bers present.
Lavine Carter directed the
program entitled "Zen and
The Unification Church."




The devotion was given by
June Crider who read from
Proverbs 14:26-32. Prayer
for the missionaries haVing
birthdays on the meeting
day was led by Mrs. Crider
and Hilda Maupin.
Presiding at the meeting
was ,, Bobbie Burkeen,
kesident. Reports were
given by Juanita Lee,
iecretaty, and Letha Cossey,
treasurer. so' Mission action
projects were discussed.
Plans were made for the












Jr. & Sr. Miss Baton of Ky.
Former Featured Twirler Marshall Co
High School
Jr. & Sr. Miss International Model
Winner of over 400 twirling trophies
& 30 Grand Champions
Instructor of '78 Nat'l 3 baton Champion &
many state champions.
Dorothy Moore Circle of
the First Presbyterian
Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Henry
McKenzie at 7:30 p.m.
Calloway County
Genealogical Society will
meet at the home of Mrs.
John Livesay at 1:30 p.m.
Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a salad supper at the
club house at 6:30 p.m.
Need Line Board of
Directors will meet at
Triangle Inn at twelve noon.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
at the Calloway County
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
7:30 p.m.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet
at the Calloway County
Public Library at seven p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women is scheduled
to meet at seven p.m. at the
church.
Calloway County High
School Band Boosters Club
will meet at the band room
at seven p.m. This will be




Class of First Baptist
Church will meet at the
Fellowship Hall at twelve
noon.
Bethany Suricla- .School
Class of First. Baptist
Church will have a potluck
supper at the home of Mrs.
Terry Lawrence at six p.m.
To Be Married
_ Miss Denise Ray Morrison
and Dale Futrell
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Morrison of Murray Route Two
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Denise Ray, to Dale Futrell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Plomer Futrell of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1973 graduate of Calloway County
High School. Mr. Futrell is a 1969 graduate of Murray
High School end is self employed as a tile contractor.
A September wedding is planned.
DARNELL BOY
Randy Shawn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Randy Darnell of Far-
mington Route One for their
baby boy, weighing eight
pounds twelve ounces,
measuring 20',2 inches, born
on Sunday, Aug. 27, at 6:26
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is em-
ployed at the General Tire
and Rubber Company,
Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Darnell of
Farmington Route One and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young
of Covington, Tenn. Great
grandmothers are Mrs.
.kbolene Jones of Dexter
Route One and Mrs. Alice
Young of Benton Route Five.
A great great grandmother
is Mrs. Zula Stone of Dexter
Route One.
UNDERHILL BOY
Mr and Mrs. Doug
Underhill of Murray Route
Three announce the birth of
a baby boy, Douglas Brent,
weighing seven pounds five
ounces, measuring 193/4
inches, born on Friday, Sept.
1, at 7:15 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed at
East Side Motors and the
mother is on leave from
Thoroughbred'Restaurant.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. George Underhill of
Dexter and Mr. and Mrs.
Franklin Elkins of Benton.
Great grandparents are
Darrell Elkins, Mrs. Jessie





recuperating at her home
near Penny on Murray
Route One after having











Ages 3 & Up
Baton-2 baton, 3 baton, Acrobatics, modeling, dance and strut routtries, fire & hooribaton
Vickie Travis
Miss Paducah '74
Former Murray State Majorette
Ky. State Strut Champion
Miss National Love"
Judge of various talent contests, majorette
lines & beauty pageants
Former ,teayher - many state twirling
winners
Supplies Available For more Information Call 753-3257
A Weekend Of Smiles
2 Big Weeks .14\
15, 9.2)) & 2:30 Sunl






Late Show Fri. & Sat. - 11: 10 Cheri
Adult Entertainment


















Mrs. Norms J. Thomas and
Baby Girl, Box 46 Hales
Trailer Court, Murray,
Patricia A. McKinney, Route
3, Box 45A, Murray, Mrs.
Patty E. Cothran and Baby
Girl, Route 3, Benton, Mrs.
Mildred V. Yeager, Route 1,
Hollow Rock, Tenn., Mrs.
Helen C. Wood, Route 7, Box
112, Benton, Mrs. Anna Mae
Nance, Route 1, Murray,
Sherry D. Martin, 600 Poplar
Apt. C., Murray, William G.
Maddox, 515 Third, Fulton,
Mrs. Donna Kay Jackson,
Route 4, Murray, Mrs.
Lornanda J. Henderson, Route
1, Hardin, Vickie 'Lea
Gregory, 1213 College Courts;
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn L.
.Childress, 31 Sundale,
Paragould, Ark., Donald A.
Barnes Jr., Route 2, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Mayme B.
Thompson, 305 Woodlawn,
Murray, Mrs. Gladys M.
Spann, 1509 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Lillie B.
McAlpin, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, Robert Kirks,
203 Maple, Murray, Mrs.
Thelma I. Bennett, Route 2,
Box 104, Murray, J. R. Smith,






- Baby Boy Cope (mother
Kathy), Rt. 3. Benton, Baby
Girl Lovett (mother Tracy),
206 W. 6th, Benton, Baby Boy
Hopkins (mother Cynthia),
Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn., Baby Girl
Sealy (mother Glenda), Lot
No. 7 McClains Tr. Pk., Paris,
Tenn., Baby Boy Hendren
(mother Mercia ), 110
Williams Ave., Murray, Baby
Girl Elkins (mother Rita), 319
So. 13th., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary P. Taylor, Rt, 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Helen E.
Fulkerson, Rt. 1 - Box 297,
Almo, Mrs. Joyce F. BlaMe,
Rt. 7, Benton, Mrs. Linda S.
Conner, Rt. 1, Dexter Mrs.
Margie A. Winchester, 626
Broad, Murray, Mrs. Ricky





co rum MCI MILO 111111101 MASK!
_Mr 1,11. n
AN Will NNW NINON GM A.11AftN
Murray, H. L. Cunningham,
613 S. 3rd., Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth L. Knox, 114 So.
Caldwell, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Alice M. Brown, Rt. 1 - Box 4,
Henry, Term., Michael W
McCoy, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Glenda S. Puckett and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Thelma E. Hargrove,. Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Lela Y. Johnson
and Baby Girl, 601 Irvine,
Paris, Tenn„,, Mrs. Adell K.,
Perry, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Deborah A. Cox, Rt. 2- Box 14,
Gilbertsville, Mrs. Tens T.
Payne andBaby Boy, Rt. 2 -
Box 176, Calvert City, Mrs.
Mary C. Stubblefield and
Baby Girl, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
Mrs. Pauline W: Willoughby,





Meals for the Elderly will
be served each day, Monday
through Friday, at twelve
noon at the Douglas Com-
munity Center on North
Second Street, and meals
. will be delivered to the
homes in the "Meals On
Wheels" program.
Sally DuFord, dietitian-
nutritionist, has released the
menus for the week as
follows:
Monday-beef stew, home
style with potato and
carrots, tossed green salad
with 1000 Island dressing,
hot rolls, butter, peach
cobbler, milk; Tuesday-
roast turkey, hash browned
potato, cream corn, hot
rolls, butter, 'sliced banana







tossed green salad, French
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"Dam_ -A61,
By Abigail Van Buren
Curiosity Could
Kill Marriage
DEAR ABBY: I don't know what possessed me to do it,
but I examined the contents of my husband's footlocker,
which had been stored in our basement for eight
years-since our marriage. I became curious and took the
key off his key ringwhile he was showering and opened his
footlocker while he was at work.
I found a large buncile of love lete!rs from a "Miss
Somebody" I had never heard of.. She described their affair
in some detail, and in one letter she mentioned that she was
expecting "their" child. (They apparently had an affair going
for at least two years.) .
Oddly enough, there was no subsequent mention of the
birth of the child, losing it, an abortion, or anything to
indicate what came of that pregnancy.
Although this happened several years before I met my
husband, I am hurt and angry to think he kept this from me.
I feel deceived. We have three children and I thought we
had a good marriage.
Should I confess that I snooped and demand an explana-
tion?
HAWAII
DEAR HAWAII: You say that until you snooped, you
"thought" you had a good marriage. Well , if you "thought"
you had a good marriage, you had one.
Your husband's affairs (literally) prior to your meeting
are none of your business. For you to admit that you
snooped and demand an explanation would surely damage
your marriage. I advise against it.
DEAR ABBY: I recently moved to a rural area that has a
, small post office. Whenever I go there, I notice that one of
the clerks (a dumb bunny if ever there was one) is busy
reading all the postcards. In fact, before she hands over my
mail, she tells me who it's from and what's on the card.
To whom should I report this brazen invasion of privacy?
DISGUSTED IN PA.
DEAR DISGUSTED: You could send • postcard to your
local postmaster (or postmistress) and report this "brazen
invasion of privacy." But don't expect anything to change.
People who send postcards rarely expect privacy.
DEAR ABBY: If you can stand one more letter about
telephone solicitation, please consider this for publication:
One day last week I was late for work, and just after I had
slammed the door and locked myself out, I heard my
telephone ring. Having an elderly, chronically ill parent
living out of town, I always answer my telephone. Well, I
finally found my keys, opened the door and ran back to get
the call, which turned out to be a sarepite,h for some outfit
selling cemetery lots!
I would tell you what I told him to do with his cemetery
lots, but you'd never print it.
LOST MY COOL
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
$I and a long. P tamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope,
please.
ON THE GULF OF MEXICO
FORT WALTON BEACH, FLORIDA
• Directly on the Gulf of Mexico • Over 600 feet of clean,
white, uncrowded beach • Spacious, well appointed units con-
tain living room, bedroom, completely equipped kitchens and
bath • Two large, fresh water pools and two wading pools
• Restaurant and lounge (nitely entertainment) • Game room
for the kids • Weekly rates if stay is five days pr longer • Golf,
• tennis, amusement park and other attractions iust minutes




Fort Walton Beach, Florida 32,548
Phoni Area Code 904/243-3114
NEW CALLOWAY OFFICERS — The Calloway County Education Association held its
first meeting of the 1978-79 school year at Calloway 1-ligh School. Officers are, left to
right, front row, Sue Adams, treasurer, Doll Redick, past president; back row, Susan
Ramp, corresponding secretary, Betty Cassity, representative from East, Sue Heiss,




The Murray Woman's Club
will hold its first general
meeting of the club year on
Wednesday, Sept. 13, with




and Cecilia Brock, first vice-
president, said this will be
in the form of an open house
and tea from 4:30 to 6:00
p.m. and each member of
the Murray Club is urged
and expected to visit the
club house during these
hours.
Each of the ten depart-
ments of the club will have
a table set up to show the
projects and events during
the year. The Murray club
is a civic club ,and en-
deavors to help local
projects including youth,'
charitable, civic, etc.
Plans for the first general
meeting _were announced at
the orientation meeting held
Aug. 31 at the club house.
Desiree Hosick,
parliamentarian, gave hints
on conducting meetings and
parliamentary procedure.
Peggy Billington, chair-
man of the Advisory Board,
explained the arrangements
for the use of the club house
by the club departments
during the year. Persons
may call Mrs. Billington or
Mrs. Garnett Jones during
September regarding the use
of the club house.
Rosanna Miller distributed
the new ,yearbooks to each
department. Mini-workshops










Sina Richardson is auditor,
Lois. Keller is legislatf;',e
chairman, and Paulette Hoh-
Man i press book chairman.
Chairmen of the various'
departments are Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, Alpha; Ann Brooks
Creative Arts; Louise
Swann, Delta; Effie Vaughn,
You are invited to join us in celebrating our

















Kappa; Betty Lowry, Music;
Judy Muehleman, Sigma;






Church Women of the Coles
Camp Ground Church held
their regular monthly
meeting on Tuesday, Aug.
22, at 7:30 p.m. at the
church.
Rebecca Williams,
program leader, ' and
Frances Williams presented
the program with Beurdean
Wrather leading in prayer.
The president, Mildred
Crouse, presided. Refresh-
ments were served by Mrs.
Wrather and Mrs. Crouse.
- Members present were
Virginia Crouse, Delois





The next meej,i,ng will be
held Tuesday, Sept. 19. at




will have an orientation
meeting on Saturday, Sept.
9, at 7:30 p.m. at the home
of Wanetta Wright, 2817
Bradley, Paducah.
New members are urged
to attend. Dancing will
follow at the Best Western
lounge. '
On Sunday, Sept. 10, a
family hike_ will be held in
the Land Between the
Lakes. The group will meet
at The Center Information
Station at 2:30 p.m. This will
be a great outing for the
children as well as for the
adults.
All area single parents are
invited to attend all the
PWP events.
WALLER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Waller,
Sherwood Forrest, Murray,
are the parents of a baby
girl, Shauna Carol, weighing
six pounds seven ounces,
measuring 20 inches, born
on Monday, July 17, at 7!20
a.m. at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah
They have one son, Tony,
age eight. The father is
president and owner of
Paschall Truck Lines.
Grandparents are Mrs
Frankie F. Waller and Mr
,and Mrs Robert Drirr, all
of Nashville, Tenn:
PRUNE NOW
Prune now so you'll ha'
time to play -nit -sprtnr
notes the Sept. 27th Farnik
Circle. The article on time
saving tips for gardeners
also suggests a late fall
feeding for lawns since a
good growth will choke out
weeds and also give you a
head start in the spring.
VISIT IN TEXAS
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stone
of Murray have returned
home after accompanying
their son, Albert Lee Stone
and his wife, Connie, and
their granddaughter, Miss
Nancy Stone, of Kingsport,
Tenn., on a motor trip to
Beaumont, Texas, to visit
their son and brother,
Eugene Stone and Mrs.
Stone. The group left Aug.
25 and returned on Sept. 6.
Some people believe it is es-
pecially good luck to churn
butter before sunrise on May
mornings.
Legs Stay Well Dr. F.J.L. BLASINGAME
Bouts of Repeated Sneezes.
Q: Mr. T. B. writes that
he is occasionally troubled
by bouts of repeated
sneezes for no apparent
reason. They may occur
during any season, but
they are more common
during the day than at
night. The episodes are
followed by a profuse wa-
tery discharge, enough to
soak his handkerchief.
When he has sneezed
about 20 times, the nasal
Itching ceases, and the
discharge lets up. The
spells are not associated
with any other signs of a
cold.
A: Your description
sounds as if you are trou-
bled with vasomotor rhin-
itis, a troublesome but
mild condition. The bouts
are likely started by inhal-
ing substances to which
you are mildly sensitive.
They set up an irritation
which enlarges the vessels
in the lining of the nose and
causes a weeping, watery
discharge.
The discharge helps to




posure to a bright light, as
well as to a change in the
temperature of inhaled air,
will cause nasal congestion
and sneezing.
Usually, the attacks of
sneezing are self-limiting
and require no treatment.
If they occur frequently,
small doses of an antihista-
mine might be tried.
Pap Smears After Hys-
terectomy
Q: Mrs. L. C. says that
she has had a hysterec-
tomy and asks if surgery
makes future Pap smears
unnecessary.
A. If you had a complete
hysterectomy ( removal of
the entire uteri's, including
its neck or cervix), Pap
smears are no longer need-
ed. They are used to deter-
mine evidence of cancer in
the cervix which is usually
removed these days when
a hysterectomy is done.
However, several dec-
ades ago it was common to
remove only the body of
the uterus above the va-
gina and leave the cervix
in place. This operation
(supravaginal hysterecto-
my) usually leaves the cer-
vix intact. If the cervix
was not removed, Pap
smears are indicated per-
iodically.
You should ask the sur-
geon who operated on You
or the physician presently
caring, for you about your
need for Pap smears.
Of course, you will need
occasional pelvic and rec
tal examinations for other
reasons even if you have
had a complete hysterecto-
my.
Our Fall Fashion Sale Begins Friday...
BE THERE!
Children's
The second best thing(
about Sunday
is not having to cook.
If Sundays are for relaxing why should you have to cook a big meal? Especially
since we've done it for you. Choose from 4 meati, 4 vegetables, our great salad
bar, dessert and a beverage. All this for only $3.95 for you and $2:50 for your
12 and under child.
Enjoy a great meal without the fuss and take the rest of the afternoon off. We
open at 11:00.
+++
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Heartline ,.is a service for seder
citb.ens. Its purpose is to mower
questions and sohe problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartier, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband is
presently drawing his Social Security
benefits. I will soon be 62 and I am not
sure if I will start then or not. Can you
explain the reduction in wife's benefits
for drawing before age 65? — T.E.
The basic age 65 Social Security
spouse's benefit is 50 percent of their
spouse's Social. Security benefit. The
Social Security benefit for a spouse who
starts drawing benefits at age 62 is 75
percent of the basic spouse's benefit 50
percent of the worker). This figures out
to 37.5 percent of the worker's Social
Security benefit.
The percentages for a spouse starting
at age 63 is 83.4 percent of the basic
spouse's benefit and at age 64 it is 91.7
percent of the basic spouse's benefit.
A wife who starts drawing these
benefits at a reduced amount at age 62,
63, or 64 will not receive a raise when
she turns age 65. Once she starts on a
reduced benefit, she will remain on it
for as long as she draws on her spouse's
benefits.
For people who are in need of more
information on Social Security,
Heartline has written, a book especially
for you. This book covers the major
portion of the Social Security program.
To order: send $2.00 to Heartline's
Guide to Social Security, P.O. Box
11934, Chicago, M. 60611. Please allow
six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: My husband is retired
from the railroad industry. He had
worked for 28 years before his
retirement. I am presently 56 years old.
How old do I have to be to receive a
wife's benefit from the railroad? —
E.T.
If your husband retired from the
railroad after 1974 and he is at least 62
years old, you can receive a reduced
spouse's annuity at age 62 or a full
annuity at age 65 or an annuity at any
age if you have o minor or disabled
child in your care. If he retired before
1975 with less than 30 years service,
your husband must be at least 65 before
you will be entitled to the wife's an-
nuity. Under those circumstances you
can still get a reduced annuity at age 62
or full annuity at age 65 or at any age if
you have a minor or disabled child in
your care.
HEARTLINE: My mother is 83 years
old and she is completely disabled. I
Sunday School
Lesson
have been trying to find some special
aids for her but have been unable to find
anything worthwhile. Do you know
where I can get a list of manufacturers
who make these specialized products'
- T.N.
A buyer's guide for special aids and
products designed for disabled persons
is available from the publishers of
Accent on Living, a 22-year-old quar-
terly magazine for handicapped per-
sons.
The 70-page paperback guide is, in
essence, just a classified listing of the
known suppliers of products and ser-
vices and doeS not contain much in the
way of detailed or comparative product
descriptions except for the many
manufacturers' ads sprinkled liberally
throughout. However, it does provide
concise reference to the type of in-
formation that otherwise would be
time-consuming and difficult to track
down. The price of this publication is
quite high ($10), so it would probably be
best to check with your public library or
a rehabilitation service agency.
Aside from a listing of manufacturers
and distributors within sections
organized by categories (for example,
automobile controls, communication,
furniture, respiratory) the guide also
includes listings of publications, films
and organizations of special interest to
disabled persons. The advertisers'
index section gives a telephone number
and, .in most cases, the name of a
person to contact for more information
about the products and services of the
different companies.
If you cannot find the 1978 edition of
Accent on Living Buyer's Guide in your
library and wish to order it, it. is
available for $10 postpaid from Accent
Special Publications, P.O. Box 700,
Bloomington, Ill. 61701.
.1.hilcs
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Motivation For Life
If one's belief and behavior are to
meet the standards of Christ, he must
dicipline himself. Today's lesson
suggests certain motives for such
discipline —
I. 1The' Mercies Of God.-Rornans 12: 1-
2
'Having fully yielded his life to Christ,
and the doing of His will. Paul made a
very strong and urgent appeal to
Christians to -present their bodies a
living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto,
God,- which, he added, was a
reasonable service. This kind of
dedication i is reasonable in view of what
Christ has done for us and wants to do in
and through us. After presenting our
bodies as living sacrifices- to God,
Christians must live in a world whose
spirit and practices are antagonistic to
Him. God wants His children separated
from the evils of this #ge, and dedicated
to the doing of His will. The will pf God
is not something that is to be dreaded,
endured, or evaded, but it is to be
pursued gladly. The divine call, then, is
for nonconformity to the world and for
surrender to the transforming grace of
God. Because God's will for us is good,
acceptable, and perfect, God calls upon
us to forsake our plans and to strive to
discover and to do His will. The person
who lives in the center of God's will is
the happiest, the most successful, and
the most useful. Nothing else is as good
for us as compliance with God's will.
II. The membership in Christ's Body.
Romans 12:3-5.
In the galaxy of undeserved mercies
which God provides for us are pardon
for the past, peace in the present, and
power for the future By what Christ
has done for us, is doing in us, and
desires to do through us as members of
His body, we should be motivated to
discipline ourselves-and to present our
bodies to Him as instruments for His
use in the locations which He may
select for. us There is no limit to what
the Lord is able to do with and through
one of the members of His body who is
completely dedicated to Him.
It is a mark of humility and wisdom
for Christians to evaluate themselves
correctly, avoiding both overestimation
and underestimation No two Christians
are endowed alike, but there is not a
single believer who is not endowed.
III. The Desire for Christ's Approval.
Romans 12:9-13.
These verses set forth, a high stan-
dard for Christian living, and love is the
key to it. In their relationship with their
brethren Christians .should be
characterized by unfeigned and fervent
loved Anything - that savors of in-
sincerity or hypocrisy is despicable in
the Lord's sight arid should be
abhorrent to us. "Abhor that which is
evil" is an appeal for a conscience on
the subject of sin. It means to dread, to
despise, and to abstain from evil. Also,
we must cling tenaciously to that which
is good and right. Let us prove our
opposition to the wrdng by our devotion
to the right. And let us never try to hide
what we are or pretend to be something
we are not.
A true Christian will manifest a
number of exemplary virtues, such as'.
humility, "in honor preferring one
another"; faithfulness, "not slothful in
business"; earnestness, "fervent' in
spirit": diligence, -serving the Lord";
joyfulness, "rejoicing in hope";
devotion, "continuing instant in
prayer" or bringing the human will into
compliance with the divine will; and
thoughtfulness, "distributint to the
necessity of saints; given to •
hospital it y. "
IV. Thesi Ambition to Achieve
Excellence. Philippians 4:8.
Knowing that sinful actions are the
fruits of evil thoughts, Paul stressed the
importance of substituting wholesome
thoughts for harmful ones. In this
concise and inexhaustible verse Paul
challenges all Christians to cultivate
elevating thoughts. He urges them to
Meditate on .the things which are
worthy of praise -- things that are true,'
honest, just, pure, lovely, and of good :
report. With our minds dwelling on
clean things like these, we shall ,become
more and more like our Lord. Let us
give thougtd and melor emphasis to the
things which are worthy of praise and
talon.
I ble Thought
'The only son of Ids mother, and she
was a widow. — Lake 7 s12.
We can't raise the dead, but we can
show sympathy, share another's





This is the second in a. series of
articles on child abuse by Dr. Mark
Singer, assistant professor of Social
Work, Division of Social Work,
Department of Professional Studies at
Murray State University).
Characterizing the "typical" child
abusing parent is difficult, for parents
with abuse problems may have many
different personalities. They also have
certain common threads running
through their lives. One thing is
definite, however, all of us as parents
have the potential to abuse our own
children. This is a tendency with which
many parents must struggle and at-
tempt to control.
In a general sense, one might s.s, that
parents who abuse their children were
abused themselves as children. In
addition, it is important to recognize
that a person need not have been
physically abused in order to physically
or emotionally abuse a child in their
family. Emotional abuse and
deprivation can be, and is, as damaging
to an individual as physical abuse. Such
deprivation may result in some parents
. over reacting to their children.
Often the abuse some parents have
experienced_ as children has taught
them that they are unloved and
unlovable. This circumstance can
result in a very low sense of self esteem
and self confidence. This sense of being
unworthy of love ̀  is usually ac-
companied with a feeling of
helplessness; helplessness in relation to
changing themselves or their en-
vironment and their lives for the better
In many instances abusing parer 
have questions concerning effective
parenting which may be related to lack
of information on child rearing prac-
tices. Many parents when faced with
the "normal" reactions of a developing so
child mistake these behaviors, to be
either deviant or inappropriate and
subsequently blow out of proportion
what the child may have done. Some
parents believe they are disciplining
their children, yet under this label of
discipline these parents may :actually
be abusing their child.
In other words, abusing parents may
tend to overreact to situations not
realizing that their own behaviors have
become uncontrolled. In this sense it is
important to understand that it may not
be the mariner in which we discipline
( whether one uses physical spanking or
verbal control of a child's behavion,
but rather the excessive nature of the
discipline which may be accompanied
by a parent's own frustrated or angry
feelings.
Overall, a Profile of abusing parents
kicludes fygures such as isolation from
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others, poor self image, a high need for
their own nuturing, child management
techniques that could be improved, and
a tendency to forget about other people
and their feelings.
Sometimes abusing parents have no
one they feel they can turn to for advice
or help, and have few social contacts
that might be developed for such a
resource. Along these lines parents
become locked into their own way of
handling their relationship with the
child.
In certain cases parents become so
close to their situation that they develop
uLrealistic expectations concerning
their children. At times the demands
placid on the child are so great that
they o beyond the ability of the child to
meet certain expectations.
The Parents Anonymous experiences
is one which attempts to deal with the
above conditions. P.A. offers parents
an outlet; a resource which can allow
the parent an opportunity to examine
their own personal feelings about
themselves and their relationship with
their child.
The important fact about Parents
Anonymous is that because of the
mutual concerns that parents have in
common,' members are able to deal
with the above issues and also assist
one another in times of crisis. The
group provides, phone numbers of each
attending member along with the phone
numbers of the chapter's chairperson
and sponsor. The chairperson is a
parent herself while the sponsor (s) is
generally a trained helping
professional. •
It is hoped that the Murray Chapter of
Parents Anonymous will provide such a
service to interested parents. The
chapter plans to have its first m'eeting
Monday, Sept. 18, from 7:15-9:30 p.m.
at the Immanuel Lutheran Church,
corner of 15th and Main in Murray.
Any interested person desiring more
information about the chapter is
advised to call 759-1792 during day time
hours or 759-4875 during evening hours.
Funny,
Funny World
Traveling Woman: "Tell me which
platform to go for the train to Boston"
Conductor: "Just turn to the left, and
you'll le right."
Woman: "Young man, don't be so
smart-alecky!"
Conductpr: "OK, then just turn right
and you'll be left.'
From the Largs and Noport,
England, News: A spokesman for Cal-
mac at Largs Pier said that the weekly
cruise was very popular, and the record
this year was 700 passengers from
Largs. "It's been going well," he said,
. " apart from people diving overboard."
- BO,* first on your block to bore your
neighbors with the cle.rivation of
"Hitchhike."
In the old days when two men with
only One horse between them went on a
journey, one man would mount and ride
an allotted distance, then dismount and
hitch the horse to a tree and proceed on
foot. The other man would walk until he
. came to the horse, then ride on until he
caught up with the hiker. That's how,
they say, the term "Hitch-hike"
originated.
Atchley's Angle By Lowell Atchley
Save The P.O. a
The other night I was watching an old
"Rawhide" re-run when the phone
rang.
"Is this here Atchley's Angle?" a
graveled voice on the other end of the
receiver asked. In the background I
could have sworn I heard a horse snort.
"Yes, I write a column called
'Atchley's Angle', which millions from
coast to coast read with relish. My fan
mail every week is so large that..."
"Aw. Stop the jawin' and listen up to
what I have to say," .the voice in-
terrupted.
I retorted,"And who am I speaking
to?!"
"Why this is Wild Bill Hiccup. King of
the pony riders. Injun fighter, brawler,
sprawler, squaller and cattle caller..."
I heard a horse give a slight snort that
resembled a chuckle in the background.
Shut up Two-Cents. Fine tryin' ta talk
on this here telephone with this here
greenhorn called Angle," Hiccup said.
"Now Angle the reason I'ma callin' you
is I read one of them collieums of yourn,
the one about not makin' it to work in
the snow, and I'ma thinkin' you'd be the
one ta spread the word about my plan to
save the Post Office Service..."
"Whoa here," I said in my best
"Bonanza" brogue. "What's this about
you reading my column on not getting
to work because of the snow. Why I
wrote that thing six months ago. And
what's this about saving the Postal
Service?"
"I been out on the trail Angle and
haven't been gettin' any mail. And what
do git comes three months late. But,
my plan for savin' this here Post Office
Service come ta me one night when me
and Two-Cents was gettin' settled in fer
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
y Sgt. Larry F. Leslie, son of Mr.
and M. Roy Leslie, is serving with the
25th In try Division's 22nd Infamy
near Dat Tang, Vietnam.
Marine
/
Pvt. James M. Wilkerson, son
of Mr;id LaRue Wilkerson, has
graduat from eight weeks of recruit
training at the Marine gorps Recruit
Depot at San Diego, Calif.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Frances Paschall, age 78, Mrs. Tennie
L. Phillips, age 92, John S. Melugin, age
91, and Joe Barrow, age 88.
Lyn Dunn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George W. Dunn, Jr., and Jayne Scott,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Scott,
were named as king and queen of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau at the
picnic held yesterday.
Oliver C. McLemore is pictured as he
received aipin for his years of service
with the Tennessee Valley Authority on
his retirement. He started work with
TVA in 1934.
20 Years Ago
Work is underway on the municipal
parking lot for the city of Murray. It is
located ILI blocks from the court
square and runs from Main to Maple
Streets.
Deaths reported include Frank
Hargrove, age 87.
The Murray Woman's Club will hear
the Rev. Bogard Dunn speak at the
general meeting on Sept. 11 at the club
house, according to Mrs. Charles Clark,
general president.
Officers of the Hazel High School
Parent-Teacher Association include
Mrs. Brooks Undervniff, 'Mrs. Robert
Cook, and Mrs. Joe Johnston.
Miss Roaemary Jones has returned
home after a visit with her aunt, Mrs.
John Williams of Detroit, Mich.
Mary Ann Mobley of Brandon, Miss.,
was crowned as Miss America 1958 at
the pageant at Atlanta City, N. Y.
30 Years Ago
Dr. Bruce Underwood, Louisville,
State Health Commissioner and
secretary-editor of the Kentucky State
Medical Association, will speak at am
joint dinner meeting of the South-
western Kentucky Medical Association
and Kentucky State Medical
Association-First Councilor District at
the Murray Woman's Club House on
Sept. 10.
Deaths reported include Noah
Paschall, age 62, and Polly Paschall,
age 45. ,
- New Concord High School opened
i
A g. 23 with an enrollment of 330, ac-
ding to Edward Curd, principal.
fficers of the Hazel High School
Parent-Teacher Association include
Mrs. -L. J. ' RU!, Mrs. Raymond
Rayburn, Mrs. Alice Steely, Mrs.
Robert Taylor, and Mrs. Crawford Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayborn Crick, Mr.
and Mrs. P. C. RIcherson, and Miss
Fern Richerson spent the weekend with
Mr and Mrs. George Key of
Indianapolis, Ind., and attended the
Indna State Fair.
the night. It come to me like a speedin'
registered mail letter saying you gotta
appear in court..."
And what does your plan entail?" I
asked Hiccup.
"Well, I beena hearin"bout all those
problems Post Office General Bulger is
havin' with the mail carrier unions and
all. I'm sympathetic with him and want
to help out," Hiccup explained. "That's
why I'ma proposin' that he revive the
Pony Express..."
"The Pony Express!" I exclaimed.
"Why the Pony Express ended over 100
years ago when the telegraph lines and
railroads were finally completed. The
Pony Express is an outmoded idea," I
told Hiccup.
"Now you holdon here you young
whippersnapper Angle," Hiccup said.
I could hear a definite horse growl in
the background.) "Now Two-Cents, did
you hear that? Him sayin' the Pony
Express is outdated. Why in its heyday
the Pony Express could practically run
the mail all the way from Saint Jo to
San Francisco in atiolit the same time it
takes a letter nofadays mailed in
Murray to get back to Murray. And it
costs more too. My horse here, Two-
Cents, is named for a type of stamp you
use'ta buy," Hiccup said.
"Sorry," I said meekly.
"Now Angle I figger my ,ponies are
the best around. And they're good
workers too. When a dog comes yappin'
round them, they just kick him on his
ears. And you don't haveta worry bout
them strikin' either.
"Iffin they strike, why you just strike
them with a board or somethin' ta git
'em goin' again," Hiccup explained.
Hiccup rambled on about the merits
of his ponies until I mentioned high
speed transportation.
"I'll tell you somethin"bout high
speed transportation," Hiccup chimed
in. "These critters don't stall. They'll
deliver the mail rain or shine, just feed
'em a bag of oats every day. And with
my ponies you don't have to worry 'bout
them there environmental pertection
pollution control gizmos you haveta put
on your car. All ya gotta do is hitch 'ern
up with a diaper."
"Why I think ya gotta a good ideer
there Hiccup," I said, using my best
„John Wayne accent.
"Well, I know I do!" he exclaimed.
"And I may even warma join you," I
responded with visions of riding the
range, singing the old cattle songs and
loping into the sunset on a white stallion
dancing through my brain.
"Why, pardner, that sounds like a
good idea!"
"Me? The Angle. Riding in the Pony
Express?! Boy, wait until I tell my
wife!"
"Naw Angle," Hiccup allowed. "I'ma
figgerin that if Two-Cents does much
mail carryin' she'll need ta be rested
once in a while. You can carry the load
in her place..."
"Oh," I said. My visions of the west
vanished like a tumble weed in high
winds.
Hiccup chuckled and in the
background I could have sworn I heard
a distinct laugh from a horse.
Todiiy
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Sept. 8, the 251st day
of 1978. There are 114 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1565, a Spanish ex-
pedition landed' at what is now St.
Aoglittine, Fla., and founded the first
permanent European settlement in
North America.
On this date:
In 1664, Peter Stuyvestant surren-
dered New Amsterdam to the British.
In 1760, Wisconsin came under
British control after being French
territory.
In 1855, the Crimean War ended.
In 1883, construction of the Northern
Pacific railroad was completed with
the driving of the last spike near
Garrison, Mont.
In 1934, 134 people lost their lives in a
fire aboard the liner Morro Castle off
the New Jersey coast.
In 1935, Sen. Huey Long of Louisiana
was shot at Baton Rouge. He died two
days later.
Ten years ago Black Panther leader
Huey Newton was convicted in
Oakland Calif., of voluntary man-
slaughter in the slaying of a white
policeman.
Five years ago: Five Palestinian
.guerrillas gave up four Saudi Arabian
hostages they had been holding aboard
an airliner in Kuwait end the guerrillas
surrendered to officials.
One year ago: The comptroller of the
currency accused Bert Lance and his
family of abusing their positions in a
Georgia bank by overdrawing their
accounts for perional gain.
Today's birthdays: Comedian Sid
Caertar is 56.-years old. Songwriter
Howard Dietz is 82.
Thought for today: A hospital bed is a
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MurrarTo Battle Evansville
Murray State's Lindsey Hudspeth (with ball) picked up 26 yards rushing and scored a touchdown,
Southeast Missouri won 24-21 last Saturday in the teams' season opener. The Racers will attempt to
Evansville Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. Game time is 7:30 p.m
Racer Defense Hoping To Keep Aces In The Hole
but it wasn't enough as
even their record against
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
by TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Prior to the 1977 season,
Evansville's John Moses was
asked to pick the winner of
the Indiana Collegiate
Conference for the upcoming
season.
"I don't think there is a
favorite," Moses said. "But
I would pick Evansville to
win if you asked."
He proceeded to endure a
1-9 season in his first year
as head coach of the Aces.
But when Murray State
Coach Mike Gottfried was
given that information last
week, he simply said "we
don't talk about last year
here."
That's the attitude both
coaches have heading into
Saturday's 7:30 p.m. clash
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
For Evansville, its a
season-opening game, but
for the Racers, it's more.
It's the last chance they
will have to grab a non-
conference victory before
opening their Ohio Valley
Conference schedule at
Tennessee Tech in eight
days. Murray dropped a 24-
21 decision to Southeast
Missouri in their opener last
Saturday.
Gottfried has a few
changes in store for the
Aces. Freshman Mitch
Nelson will replace Reggie
Pope at left tackle. Nelson is
 a 64,  210-pounder from
Rockford, Ill.
Greg King (6-0, 170, Valley
Station, Ky.) will share
playing time at split end
with Austine Perine, while
Keith Swearington (6-0, 180,
New Albany, Ind.) will split
SPECIAL Hardcourts To Feature
Captain Mk Mel Purcell, Gary Plock
You get:
• Plenty of Golden Brown
Boneless Chicken Filets
• French Fries
• Fresh Creamy Cole Slaw
• z Southern-style Hushpuppies
and our Special Sweet 'n Sour Sauce
Area tennis fans will be in
for a genuine treat this
weekend in the 22nd annual
Kentucky Hardcourts tennis
championships at the
Murray State tennis com-
plex.
Mel Purcell, who 'com-
peted in this year's U.S.
Open and has won the
Murray Hardcourts tourney
the past three years, will be
the top seed.
Second seeded will be
Louisvillian Gary Plock.
That gives tournament
director and Murray State




Athletic Booster Club will
meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday
at at Murray High
School.
All members, as well
as interested persons, are
urged to attend.
Borg Advances
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Playing
tennis against Bjorn Borg or
Jimmy Connors can be a
very frustrating experience.
"I hit short, long,
everywhere ... and I can't
beat him," Raul Ramirez
said Thursday after bowing
to the top-seeded Borg 6-7, 6-
4, 6-4, 6-0 in the quar-





Shown above are Cliff and Jennifer Heegel, owners of Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. Jennifer is a native of Murray and the
daughter of Tommye and Anna Faye Taylor. She is active in
LaLeche League and a women's singing group and cares for
the couples 13 month old daughter, Serenity. Cliff, a native
Georgian, is active with the Murray lions Club. The couple
uses the most advanced method of chimney cleaning
available. You can make an appointment for chimney
cleaning, minor repair, bird and spark screen installation, or
free inspection by calling 759-4878.
the two top-ranked- players
in Kentueky for the event.
Plock, a University of
Texas All-America selection,
captured the Kentucky high
school singles title four
consecutive years.
He and Purcell have met
three times, with Purcell
winning the past two„mat-
ches.
Plock and Purcell are
scheduled to stage an
Ron Wright
exhibition match in
Louisville at 5 p.m. today.
Coach Purcell expects
college netters from Eastern
Kentucky and Middle
Tennessee to be among the
entrants. The draw will be
limited to a field of 32, with
the finals set for ap-
proximately 2:30 p.m.
Sunday.
35- and 45-and-over singles
will also be staged.
alt
arm Scott





John Hutch ing 759-1916
action with wingback Doug
Shelton.
Danny Lee Johnson, who
rushed for 113 yards against
SEMO, will start again at
fullback. Tyrus Brown will
start at tailback. But Got-
tfried plans to use two
others backs — Lindsey
Hudspeth and Zach Issacs,
the starting tailback last
week — to the point where
all four will have com-
parable amounts of playing
time.
Senior Mike Dickens will
start at quarterback, seeking
to improve upon his 1-11
passing performance a week
ago.
If he does, that should
make bruising tight end
David Thomas more of a
factor than against SEMO,
when he caught only one
pass for nine yards. Thomas
led the Racer receivers last
season with 29 catches for
407 yards.
Vernon Broadnax will
start at right tackle for
Murray, but defensive Ace
tackles Dino Cannon and
Ben Scheu outweight the 6-6,
410-yound freshman — but
only by their combined
weights.
Of Broadnax, Moses says
in a scouting report: "Do
Featuring
not let,him on you."
Moses is optimistic of his
team's chances. He feels
good about the Aces'
scrimmage with Georgetown
College last week, won: by
Evansville 24-7.
He plans to base his of-
fense around running backs
Jacques Williams (5-9 sr.,
165) and Steve Wright (6-0,
210) and -quarterback Scott
Topczewski (6-3, 190).
"We've had to shore up
the middle of our defense,"
said Moses, "because that is
where the opposition really
tonk advantage of us last
season".
Evansville allowed 257
points last season, the most
scored on an Aces team
since 1951.
Moses hopes that things
will improve over last
season. "We're going to get
this thing turned around this
year," he says. "Last year
was only my third losing
season in the years I have
been a head coach since
1962."
Evansville lost an am-
conference player in safety
Kevin Paschall. His
replacement will be Vince
Netherland, who also backed
Topczewski at quarterback a'
year ago.
The Aces have only one
player returning who made
the All-ICC team — senior
captain Tom Halford (540,
215). He will head the of-
fensive line at middle guard.
The Murray defense will
be led by linebacker Bobby
Craig, named by Racer
coaches as the outstanding
defensive player against
SEMO. The 6-1 senior from
Chicago had five tackles arid
assisted on two others.
Craig and seven others
managed to break the SEMO
line to drop ball carriers
nine times for a loss of 33
yards.
The contest will be
"Southern Indiana Night."
High school students from
that area will be admitted to










Custom Tube Bending 'AII 
Custom Dual Jobs Fr!,
Over 15 Years Of Muffler Experience -









We Want To See You
In A New Ford Fairmont
At Any Reasonable Price
Get our deal today on the '78 Fairmont and you'll be driving
one tomorrow! Our deal is that great- and so is Fairmont. Easy
handling. Roomy going. Beautiful styling. The car that's right for today
and for years to come! Choose from 2-door sedans, or 4-door wagons, too
The Sale Is On Today!
Come See One Of Our Friendly Salesmen Today
Good Seledion Of Color & Models During
Fabulous Fairmont Trading Days
Parker Ford Inc.
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OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.







Toyota I, GMC Trucks
So 12th 753-4961









The Murray State defense will attempt to halt the Evansville attack Saturday at Roy
Stewart Stadium. From left are (40) Roy Hackley, (53) Tony Boone, (43) Bud Foster, (93)
Bill Shannon, (78) Chuck Marquess, (55) Kenny Woods, (70) Bruce Martin ana (96) Jeff










Direct Service to Louisville,
Ky.; St. Louis, Mo.; Nashville,
Tn.; Memphis, Tn.









79's Will Be Arriving Soon!
C-J7, C-15, Cherokee, Wagoneer & Trucks,

























































Sam,til 11 p.a. Sam.-Iburs
8 a m til Midnight - hi it Sat
Breakfast Served 8 as to 10)0 a m
,North 12th St.
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By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. —
Neither team has had an
easy time of it so far, but
each will be jumping further
into the fire tonight when
second-ranked Lexington
Tates Creek meets fourth-
rated Greenup County in a
State AAAA football
showdown.
, Greenup, 1-0-1, opened its
iteason with an overtime 10-7
win over Montgomery, which "We have to try to get
was then ranked in the Statebetter every week we get on
AAA poll. Last week,
Greenup fought to an 8-8 tie
with Wheelersburg, Ohio,
one of the traditional powers
in that state.
Tates Creek, meanwhile, is
2-0 after a 7-3 win over
Shelby County and a 13-3
win last week over Danville,
the fifth-ranked State AAA
team.
the field," said Greenup
County Coach John Younce.
"This week we have even
more reason to be ready
because Tates Creek is
ranked second in the state.
"They are a typical Tates
Creek club," Younce added.
"They are well-coached, big,
strong, fast and quick. They
a good game."
Rich Rollins (11) unleashes a pass just over the fingertips of Reidland's Jeff Wiggins in Murray
High's 16-0 season-opening victory over the Greyhounds last Friday. Rollins will lead the Tigers
against Lake County in Tiptonville, Tenn., tonight. Game time is 7:30 p.m.
Photo by Kevin Peniell
Two top-rated outfits are
include on a three-game
Saturday card. No. 1 Trinity
of Jefferson County AAAA
meets Thomas Jefferson
while top-rated Paintsville of
Class A is at Mullins.
In the other Saturday
game, No. 3 St. Xavier of
Jefferson County AAAA
battles Jeffersontovm.
In other Friday games
involving ranked teams:
—Jefferson County AAAA:
No. 2 Bishop David is at
Shawnee, No. 4 Stuart is at
Southern and No. 5 DeSales
meets Moore.
—State AAAA: No. 3
Boone County is at Boyd
County and No. 5 Henderson
County is at Daviess County.
—State AAA: No. 2
Russell is at Johnson Cen-
tral, No. 3 Newport Catholic
is at Covington Holmes, No.




—State AA: No. 3 Corbin
hosts Whitley County and
No. 5 Bardstown visits
Garrard County. No. 2
Mayfield and No. 4 Heath
are idle.
—State A: No. 2
Harrodsburg hosts Conner,
No. 3 Bellevue meets Taylor
Mill Scott, No. 4 Nicholas
County is at Fairview and
No. 5 Fort Campbell is at
Crittenden County.
EVERY APPLIANCE ON
OUR SALES FLOOR ON SALE!
Plus additional appliances on sale from Sears warehouse
4 liAYS ONLY
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 8, 9, 11 AND 12TH
• Discontinued appliance floor samples
• 1, 2 and 3 of-a-kind appliances
• Scratch and dent sale specials
QUANTITIES LIMITED
ON SOME APPLIANCE MODELS











Mon.-Sat. 9-9 — Sunday 1-6
Strong against dandurff




Terns to change filters ffld tnake heating
economical. Your choice -OT 18"x20"vt".
8-x2$"x ". 20"x20" x 1" , or 20"x25" x 1"
•
Box of 30 Stayfree Maxi-Pads
- need no ping or no belts.
Wide adhesive strip for better
protection.
Rose s tiriv513 TA(111, tISSi














7-oz. (net weight) tube or 11 'fluid oz.
lotion. Helps control dandruff flaking.
Leaves hair clean and manageable.
Signal Mouthwash and Gargle in
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-Murray Netters
To Open Season
The Murray State women's
tennis team will open its fall
season with a quadrangular
match in Carbondale, Ill.,
today and Saturday.
Southern Illinois, Illinois
State and Western Illinois
complete the field.
Coach Nita Head has five
of the six netters back that
captured 12 of 17 matches
and placed third in the Ohio
Valley Conference and
fourth in the Kentucky
Women's Intercollegiate
Conference championships.
  Karen Weis, a senior from
'Wauwatosa, Wis., will open
at the No. 1 singles spot
where she has played the
past three years. She was
14-3 last year.'
Lynn Martin, a junior
from Belvue, Ill., was 10-7
last season. She will play
No. 3.
Anne Ress, a senior from
Tell City, Ind., will be at




Ind., will be at No. 5 She
played No. 6 singles and No
2 doubles last season.
Two newcomers will fill
the spots at no. s 2 and 6.
Betsy Ritt, a freshman
also from Wauwatosa, Wis.,
will play No. 2. She was a
member of the Wisconsin
Wightman Cup team.
Becky Jones, a freshman
walk-on from Danville. Ill.,
will play No. 6 singles.
Leanne Owen, a senior
from Evansville, is currently
the No. 7 - player. She was
11-6 last season at No. 6.
Doubles teams will be
Weis and Ftitt at No. 1;
Martin and Ress at No. 2;
and Utley and Jones at No.
3.
Murray's chief opponent in
this weekend's event figures
to be Illinois State, 21:1 last
season.
The Racers travel to
Covington, Ky., for a
triangular match with
Northern Kentucky and
Miami of Ohio Sept. 15.
Beat The
Fall Rush









Senior Roy Beckley is the only Murray State player with way
experience in the Racer defensive secondary prior to this
season. He feels last week's 24-21 loss to Southeast Missouri
"may bring the team closer together, more of a single unit."
Hackley was a preseason All-Ohio Valley Conference selec-
tion.
Staff Plate by Tony Wilson
Heath Pirates Top
Laker Frosh 36-0
Holdbacks — that's a term
commonly used to describe
a student, most of the time
In high school, who is
purposely held back a grade
or two in order for him to
be more physically mature
for a high school sport, most
of the time football.
That's what the Calloway
County freshman squad,
according to Coach Freeman
Dallas, was confronted with
Thursday in the 36-0 loss to
Heath.
"They opened up a 30-0
lead in the first half,"
Dallas said, "then put in
their regular 90-pound fresh-
men. When we would get
close to scoring, they would
put their big men back in.
Their line must have
averaged 200 pounds or
better with their starters
in," Dallas said.
4C---vut:!. FACTORY
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Qualify.., our way of if.
"I was proud of our
players," he said. "They
just couldn't do anything
against players that • big.
They had eight guys that
could have started on just
about any varsity team, and
one of them was about 6-6
and 265 (pounds)."
Dallas cited quarterback
Keith Cardinal as playing a
fine game, as well as
halfback Tony Workman.
. The Laker frosh, 0-2, host






















Atlanta 61 71 436 23
Weilmeeley's C.ames
Philadelphe I, Chicago 1
Lou Angeles I. San Francisco 2
Montreal S. New York 2. 7 innings, rain
Seri Diego 5, Atlanta 3
Pittsburgh 4. St Louis 1
Only games scheduled
Tiresday's Games
Philadelphia 5, Chicago 3
New Yortl, Montreal 4
Atlanta 6. San Francisco 5
Cincinnati 6. San Diego 2
St louts Pntsburgh 4
Los Angeles 3„ Houston 2
Pridey's Gaines
Chicago Burns S-hi at Montreal
Sanderson 1-2), in,
Pittsburgh (Blyieven 124i at New York
(Han 3-3l. In
et Louis (Brim 4-1 and O'Brian 0-01 at
Philadelphis aluthyen 12-10 and Raul 7-
%it Al)tio„
Perry 16-6i at Clacionan
(IA Coo. 341. In)
San Preseiscei (Kriep”e 154) at At-
lanta (34ileimil44), In)
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Dodgers Win, Extend
NI. Lead; Bosox Blasted
By the Associated Press
The Los Angeles Dodgers





battle between Steve Garvey
and Don Sutton long behind
them, the defending National
League champions appear to
be pulling together now in
the September stretch drive.
And after Thursday night's
3-2 triumph over the Houston
Astros, the Dodgers moved
into a four-game advantage
in the NL West race — their
biggest lead since they took
over first place for good on
Aug. 15.
For this victory, the
Dodgers' eighth in 10 games,
the heroes were Burt Hooton
and Dusty Baker. Hooton
won his 17th game despite
lacking his best stuff and
Baker hit. his 11th home run
and later scored the winning
run.
"I had trouble the whole
game," said Hooton. "But I
threw good pitches when I
had to. That's the key to
success. In the Houston
Astrodome, you can get
away with a few more
things because it's so big."
Baker, meanwhile, clubbed
his 11th homer in the fifth
inning and scored the
winning run in the eighth on
a sacrifice fly by Vic
Da valillo.
In the other National
League games, the Atlanta
Braves beat San Francisco
6-5; the Cincinnati Reds
stopped the San Diego
Padres 6-2; the Philadelphia
Phillies stopped the Chicago
Cubs 5-3; the St. Louis
Cardinals nipped the Pitt-
sburgh Pirates 5-4 and the
New York Mets defeated the
Montreal Expos .9-4.
Baseball Roundup
A 15-3 shellacking of the
Boston Red Sox caused
different reactions from New
York Yankee players
Thursday. Whatever their
opinions, however, one thing
is crystal clear — New York
is just three games back of
first-place Boston in the
American League East and
coming fast.
"We wanted to get at
them right away," said
Willie Randolph, who helped
by knocking in five runs,
three on a basesloaded
double in a five-run fourth.
The Yankees scored twice in
the first, three .times in the
second, two more runs in
the third and made it 12-0 in
the fourth.
"We wanted to be
aggressive, put the pressure
on them and keep it on."
Obviously, they did just
that.
Mickey Rivers thought the
victory was just the start of
big things for New York,
which once trailed Boston by
14 games, but now is as
close to first place as it's
been since June 1.
"We want to think big and
sweep this series," said
Rivers. "Win all the games,
that's what I want ... get
serious with them."
Elsewhere in the AL,
Toronto edged Milwaukee 5-
4, Seattle beat Chicago 5-3




And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will, too.
cifircome4-- si. ngarye Kin_lig 1092:5 8 70
I /0/L—
%%%%% • • • • • •
(SEPTEMBER





• 60- wide Full Dolts
• Machine Washable
• Newest Fashion Colors
• Compare at $4 00 yd
Igyg
SEE THIS QUALITY ELSEWHERE AT $3.99
CROMPTON
CORDUROY
• Full boils, 45 wide
• Pinwale Modwate Wictewsie








• gg wide FUll bOlti
• 85% Polyester 1515 Wool
• Newest tell Prints




• 54" Wide F101150111
• Extra Heavy Weight
• New Plaids Tweeds etc






Buy any Ninon% in our Slack as Regular Price.
GM Second Of 14tua4 or Len Veit', FREE anth
any Foam Purchase' -
it Five Pattern to Customer(
FAMOUS CONCORD "MEMORY LANE"
PRINTED
COTTONS
• 45" wide Full bolls
• Potyester S Ayni
• New Fail Prints
• see them at $250 yd
FAMOUS BWR. $7.00 YD.
DELAINE
QIANA
• 52 *KU Full b0115
• Americas Finest Diana
• New Fall Fashion Colors













ALL ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16th
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Darling hooded tops and dur-
able boxer pants for the little
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Choose from Butternut, Milkshake,
Pay Day, Big Time, Hollywood or
















LP OR 8 TRACK TAPE
2 RECORD SET
SATURDAY NIGHT
FEVER- LP OR 8 TRACK












horse with western style
saddle and reins. .K,Aounted




POP and BLUE GRASS
Bel-Air Shopping Center
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Schedules For The Week Of Sept. 9-Sept. 15
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1:00 - Oer Gems
1:30- Spotlight














11:11111- bled .4the Leet
11:311- Theme%
6:00 - Nee Nem
12.30- Ads bowie
2.31- Lawrence We
3:30 - Sports Legeols
I :30 - Nevi*
4:00 - world of Sets
S.30 - News
6:00 - Lawreace Welk
11:00-
miss
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S:30- News
7:0111- Los tab
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DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY .
WIGE-2
6: ft- God Menial
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3:30 - bedy Owed
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2:1111-Goverel Iles.
3,99- UP 041 70101
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3:31 - Shirley IMP'
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TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY -
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6: 311 - News
7:00 - Girls ie Texas
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TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY ,
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TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
.
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The menus for the various
lunchrooms for both the
Murray City and Calloway
County School systems for
the coming week have been
released by Glinda Jeffrey,
foods supervisor, Murray





hamburger, hot dog, corn
dog, submarine, salad bar,
fruit plate; Tuesday--
hamburger, hot dog, pizza,
fish sandwich, salad bar,
fruit plate; Wednesday-
hamburger, hot dog,
spaghetti, turkey and gravy,
salad , bar, fruit plate;
Thursday-hamburger, hot
dog, taco, chicken fried
steak, salad bar, fruit plate;
Friday-hamburger, hot dog,
grilled cheese, sloppy joe,
salad bar, fruit plate. A
variety of fruits and










roast beef sandwich, vanilla
pudding. A variety of fruits




baked beans, cake; Tuesday-
-ravioli, green beans, pears,






















French fries, a variety of
vegetables, salads,- and
desserts, tea, lemonade, and













and a variety of vegetables,






"At some point I knew I
wanted to play country music
With a country band," Em-
mylou Harris says, "and I had
learned enough about it to find
out what it should sound like.
Some people did it half-
heartedly, convinced it wouldn't
sell or something. But I knew it
was real for me."
It seems - obvious to an au-
dience hearing Miss Harris or
to someone listening to one of
her four records on Warner
Brothers - "Pieces of the
Sky,- "Elite Hotel," "Luxury
Liner" or "Quarter Moon in a
Ten Cent Town" - that she
doing the right thing.






g in drama .She
ied briefly and had a
ter She was a folk sing-
, a waitress, a hostess in
model homes, toyed with going
into the real estate business.
She recorded and toured with
Gram Parsons just before his
fatal heart attack.
In January 1977, Miss Harris
and Brian Ahearn, who has
produced her four latest al-
bums, were married. They live
in Studio City, Calif., with her
daughter. Nellie, S. and his
daughter, Shannon, 10. "We're
a new family." she says hap-
pily. Ahearn is Canadian, pro-
duced Anne Murray's early
hits, helps his wife with song
arrangements and plays guitar
on her records
Miss Harris toured from the
first of April through the end of
August, most of the time open-
ing for Willie Nelson. Some-
times the group, Asleep at the
Wheel, opened for her.
She was born 31 years ago in
Birmingham. Ala., the daugh-
ter of a Marine Corps officer.
She grew up in Woodbridge,
Va., went to the University of
North Carolina to study drama.
"I still am real enamored of
theater. I'm a movie buff and
have a lot of respect for actors.
What it boils down to is I
wasn't very good
"I decided I needed a break
in routine, applied to Boston
University, auditioned and was
accepted. I did a scene from
The Trojan Women.' very trag-
ic, probably the best piece of
acting I ever did. I completely
forgot my lines and ad libbed,
which is surprising for me
never went to Boston. I
ended up deciding to go to New
York the following fall to make
my way with my guitar Jerry
.left Walker was there and Da-
vid Bromberg Where a com-
munity of people have a posi-
tive effect on you, you sort of
know it's a good place to be.
"I learned a lot of music.
We'd pick all night. Somebody
would say, 'Hey, listen to this.'
I was a waitress, and when
they couldn't get somebody else
as third act, they knew I
EMMYLOU HARRIS
worked cheap and lived down
the street.
"Gerde'S Folk City supported
me in 1967-8. In 1970, after my
daughter was born, we went to
Nashville. When things get too
intense in your life you can
pack up and move. The mar-
riage was allowed to break up
in Nashville, and it should
have. No real fault on either
side."
After being a waitress for a
while in Nashville, Miss Harcis
and her baby went to Mary-
land, where her parents lived,
"to sort of gather things togeth-
er.
"Bill and Taffy Danoff, now
in the Starland Vocal -Band.----
were really good friends to me.
They got me a singing job. I
was a hostess in model homes
in Columbia, Md It was a good
job. I sat there during the
week. Nobody hardly ever
came in. I kept my guitar in a
closet and would strum things
when nobody was around. I did
a little bit of writing
"I started to learn the real
estate business. I don't think
I'd have been very good."
What happened to change this
was Al Perkins, Chris Hillman
and Sneaky Pete Kleinow work-
ing at the Hot Shot Club in
Maryland, dropping in to a sin-
gles' bar down the street just
after Miss Harris had finished
singing there. They asked for
one more song and she, though
• 
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"Service kilt Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Friday, Sept. 8
8 p.m. NPR Recital Hall.
Works for string duo by
Telemann, von Weber, Ravel,
Faure, Saint Saens and others,
performed by the Prague
String Duo.
Saturday,- Sept. 9.
11 a.m. National Town
Meeting. "David Brinkley."
The NBC news commentator
speaks and answers questions
from the audience.
12 noon. NPR World of
Opera. Wagner's Twilight of
the Gods, the final opera in
Wagner's "Ring," performed
in English.
7 p.m. Pre-game football
show with sports directOr
Duncan Hart, followed by
Racer football from Stewart
Stadium with Evansville.
Sunday, Sept. 10.
8 a.m. Early Composers.




12 noon. The Old Choir-
master. A half-hour of your
favorite hymns sung by MSU
faculty member Larrie Clark.
2:30 p.m. Music from the
Front Porch. A mixture of
bluegrass, blues, folk,
country, and other grassroots
music.
6 p.m. People and Ideas.
"English Cinema." An in-
terview with John Fletcher,
director of the London In-
ternational Film School in
England.
9 p.m. Jazz Alive. Per-
formances from the 1977
Montreaux Jazz Festival and
from Grace Cathedral in San
Francisco.
Emmylou
she didn't know who they were,
obliged with "God Didn't Make
Honky Tonk Angels."
Hillman told Gram Parsons,
.who had said he was looking
for a girl to sing with, about
Miss Harris. She recalls, "He
came in and we sang some
songs together. There were
about three, people in the au-
dience. That was 1971. 1 didn't
hear from him again until 1972,
and I went out to California to
do the album we did together,
'GP.' "
She says, -The Plying Bur-
rito Brothers' Gilded Palace of
Sin' is one of the most impor-
tant albums in American mu-
sic. His next album should have
been •GP' but it took three
years before he was able to get
the band he wanted.
•'Gram still doesn't sell.
There are people who have
'Grievous Angel' and love and
understand it. I suppose that is
really all that matters. Gram
was ahead of his time; my al-
bums succeed because it was
time for the music to succeed.
"Gram completely changed
my idea of music. I loved his
feeling for country music and
loved what he was, immersed
in traditional country music.
All I wanted to do was sing
with him. at last I felt I was
really coming from somewhere
-When he died in the fall of
1973, my reaction was to keep
as busy al possible. I put a
band together, the Angel Band,
a funky country band. We were
making $100 a week apiece, for
nine months, before I got the
record contract."
Before her first album, Warn-
er Brothers decided to put to-
gether a hot band for her. It
was half 'a joke, Miss Harris
says, but it also meant a band
that could play hot licks and
--Would have to be good. Since it
was formed, and throughout
personnel changes, it has been
known as the Hot Band.
"What I have is a bunch of
guys capable of playing hot
rock 'n roll who know how to
play real traditional country
music. Usually you've got guys
who can play one and play at
the other. What we't1 like to
play all the time is waltzes,
like 'Sin City.'
"I don't believe in country-
rock, even though I'm consid-
ered a country-rock singer. I'm
a real convert to country mu-
sic.''
Monday, Sept. 11.
9 a.m. Options. "Where Do
Ya Worka Johnny?" An en-
tertaining survey of popular
songs of yesteryear,
describing a variety of
familiar and sometimes
unusual occupations.
7:30 p.m. The Spider's Web.
The first of three programs
dramatizing The Young
Visitors by Daisy Ashford.
9 p.m. BBC Science,
Magazine. Tonight's program
looks at fusion power, viruses
and cancer, a drug for
multiple sclerosis, and an
investigation into whether our
galaxy is expanding.
Tuesday, Sept. 12.
9 a.m. Options. "Theatre
Organs Today and
Yesteryear." Gaylord Carter,
who for eight years was heard
nightly on the Amos and Andy
show, plays the Wurlitzer
organ from the old Albee
Theatre in Cincinnati, now
housed in Emery Theatre.
Wednesday, Sept. 13.
9 a.m. Options. "Canadian
Humorist Stephen Leacock."
Canadian actor John Stark
presents segments from his
one-man show about this
Canadian Mark Twith.
12 noon. National Press
Club. Walter Mondale speaks
to the press corps in
Washington and fields
questions from the audience.




9 a.m. Options. "An Old-
Fashioned Calliope Show." An
afternoon with the crew and
calliope of the Belle of
Louisville.
7:30 p.m. The Spider's Web.
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AU The Newest Releases First:
And The Lowest Prises In Town. 
Large Selection of Country
I Topes, Albums and 45's
Santo Es nerolda Darryl Hall 8
-Beauty- John Oats
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ANIMAL HOUSE - Mehibers of the "Animal House"
fraternity (Bruce McGill, Ti Matheson, Peter Riegert,
John Belushi, Thomas Hulce, Iteven Furst and lames
Widdoes) proudly display their fraternity "House" in this
scene from "National Lampoon's Fraternity House," now
playing at the Cine I in Central Center.
Movie Review
Animal House Is A Hit
By TONY WILSON
Staff Writer
Ever wonder about the
merits of college frater-
nities?
You'll really wonder after
seeing "National Lampoon's
Animal House," now playing
at the Cine I.
"The film is a wild comedy
portraying the lives of
fraternity brothers in Delta,
renowned for being the
worst fraternity on campus.
Though the cast is loaded
with humorous characters,
John Belusi (as John
Blutarsky) is certainly the
funniest. He is an over-
weight slob who delights in
making himself the picture
of loathful eating habits and
outrageous stunts.
Director John Landis
succeeds in obtaining the
atmosphere of a college and
especially that of a
fraternity house. Delta is
even more noticeable as the
dumps of the campus, since




don) is in cahoots with the
bad guy dean of the
university, Vernon Wormer
(John Vernon). From the
outset, Dean Wormer (the
name certainly suits the
character) and Marmalard
plot to rid the campus of
Delta and its disgusting
members. Disgusting, at
least to the supposedly high-
class of the college.
But not to the audience.
Belus4i is only one of the
funny-bone actors. There's
also Kent Dorfman (Stephen
Furst* as a Curly-type
(Three • Stooges fame)
character who, along with
friend Donald Schoenstein
(Peter Riegert) hits upon
Delta as a last resort after
every other fraternity turns
them down.
Dorfman is a high-pitched,
overweight good guy who, at
one point, convinces a
relative to lend him his new
car.
A definite mistake. The
Delta brothers help Dorfman
careen, crash and swerve
through every street, and
the automobile soon becomes
a tool for getting even with
the dean and the school.
The film deals only in
blacks and whites - good
guys and bad guys. And it is
soon obvious as to who the
good guys are.
Every Omega brother is
an overly-intelligent, snooty
individual who looks down
on everyone, especially the
Deltas.
The Delta brothers,
however, are friendly to all,
except of course, to the
Ornegas and the dean.
Every Delta brother's
daily activities include
chiding an Omega, bad-
mouthing the dean and
ogling the girls on campus.
An Omega whom no one
can like is Doug Neider-
meyer (Mark Metcalf), a
hard-nosed lover of the
military who never misses
the opportunity to challenge
a Delta, especially Dorfman.
But the Deltas always
come to his rescue.
Neidernreyer endures,
among others, the pinging of
golf balls off- his head and
°the frequent tampering with
his beloved horse.
Dean Wormer finally
succeeds in ridding the
campus of the Deltas by
revoking their fraternity
charter, but the action only
then begins.
Led by Beltishi and
mechanics expert Daniel
Simpson Day (Bruce
McGill), the Deltas decide to
remain a group even after
they are oficially disbanded.
That immediately dooms
the annual homecoming
parade, an event on which
the reputation of Dean
Wormer depends. It is here
that the only weakness of
the movie surfaces.
Littered with nothing but
humor prior to this scene,
the film takes on a too-
serious quality, complete
with a sense of danger and
revenge not in line with the
rest of the scenes.
Rating: R. Upper-female
nudity showns in some
scenes, with hints of in-
timacy throughout the film.
ABC List 8 Of 10 Most-Watched
TV Programs During Past Week
NEW YORK (AP) - ABC
posted notice it's ready for
the new TV season by listing
eight of the 10 most-watched
programs during the week
ending Sept. 3, figures from
the A.C. Nielsen Co. show.
A preview installment of
CBS' "Flying High" comedy
series was the week's
mostwatched program, but
that didn't keep ABC from
winning the networks'
ratings competition for the
sixth week in a row.
ABC finished the week
with a rating of 15.8,
compared to 14.3 for CBS
and 13.9 for NBC. The
networks say that means in
an average prime time
minute during the week, 15.8
percent of the homes in the
country were watching ABC.
The success of "Flying
High," a comedy based on
the antics of a group of
airline stewardesses, was
clear indication TV watchers
are anxious to leave the
slum- - reruns behind.
Eighteen of the 20 top-rated
shows were repeats.
"Flying High" pulled a
rating of 28.2, which means
of all the homes in the
country with TV, 28.2 per-
cent saw at least part of the
program. The other Top 20
show broadcast for the first
time, "New Maverick," an
ABC movie based on the old
Western series starring
James Garner and Jack
Kelley, was No. 8.
The bottom of the ratings
belonged to CBS and NBC.
NBC's "Bionic Woman" was
No. 49, followed "Police
Story" on NBC and three
CBS shows, "The Bob
Newhart Show," "Plant
Family" and a news special.
Here are the week's Top
10 TV programs:
"Flying High," with a
rating of 28.2 representing
20.5 million homes, CBK:
"Three's Company," 23.1 or
16.8 million, "Laverne and
Shirley," 22.8 or 16.6 million,
and "Charlie's Angels," 22.3
or 16.3 million, all ABC; "M-
A-SH," 21.7 or 15.8 million,
CBS; "Carter Country," 19.9
or 14.5 million, "Happy
Days," 19.8 or 14.4 million,
ABC movie, "New
Maverick," 19.4 or 14.1
million, and "Starsky and
Hutch," 18.8 or 13.7 million,
all ABC, and "The Jet-
fersons," 18.4 or 14.3 million',
CBS.
House Investigators Develop New Evidence For 'Single Bullet'
WASHINGTON ( API -
House investigators have
developed strong new
evidence to support the
disputed ,'singlebullet
theory" adopted by the
Warren Commission when it
concluded that a lone
assassin killed Pre4ident
John F. Kennedy, according
to a knowledgeable source.
The theory is that the
same bullet struck Kennedy
in the back, passed through
his body, then wounded
former Texas Goy. John B.
Connally in the back, chest,
wrist and thigh.
A scarcely damaged bullet
recovered from Connally's
stretcher at the Dallas
hospital where he was
treated was said to be the






Coruially's wrist match the.
bullet found on his stretcher,
said the source, who
requested anonymity.
A critic of the Warren






the tests, was to hear the
results today.
The committee also was to
question ballistics expert
Larry Sturdivan and Dr.
Charles S. Petty, chief
,medical examiner of Dallas
County, Texas, and one of
nine pathologists who
studied the Kennedy autopsy
procedures for the corn-
mittee.
Petty, 'Who was ruir
working in Dallas at the
time Kennedy was
assassinated there on Nov.
22, 1963, was expected to
"confirm and verify and
support" many of the
pathology findings submitted




jected the recovered bullet
and the wrist fragments to
neutron activation analyses,
in which solid objects are
bombarded with a stream of
neutrons, forcing the objects
to emit a variety of rays.
The rays can be measured
to determine the amounts of
-certain elements present in
the test objects. If the
amounts present in two
different objects match, that
is considered proof that the
objects also match..
The technique has been
described as a way of
"fingerprinting" objects
because no two contain the
same elements in preciselfr. •
the same quantities.
Disputes over the smelt&
bullet theory dominated thik
testimony Thursday, thi
second day of the coni
mittee's hearings on thi
Kennedy assassination.
Eight of the nine
pathologists concluded tf4;
the single-bullet theory *4
valid, said Dr. Micha0
Baden, the panel moderator
and chief medical examiner
of New York City.
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Speedometer and Tension Control
Reg. 8109.00
$9397-






























Shop Them All & Compare
Winchester Model 1400
With V. Rib Reg. 180.00 $1 6
Winchester Model Req. 165.33









"'"' V 111' R„.231 00 $208
00
Remington 1100 Plain
Barrell Reg 206.25 $1 8563
Remington Model 870










. - p grain cow hide upper
. leanized quality rubber bot
.Speed lacing
.1 ug sole & heel
.Steel Shank
.Removable shearling top lining
Pre-Season Special
Reg $39 ''5$249










Far Roots t Shoes
.1.. I ri(Iitions Leather
• ..t her Proofs
.Soft ens 4 Preserves
Reg. 209.25 Sole
Reg. 226.50 sole
Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
$50.00 or more purchased
throughout the store. Shop all
departments at Uncle Jeff's and
financing can be arranged up to 36














































Buy By The Suit






Cut Price 39c yd. anc





Strong heavy gauge vinyl co% erwit!' solid 1" poly fo;(1 filler
Complete with illustrated exereiseb moot,. reveled for diul)
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Candidate Gunther Blasts GOP Central Committee
LEXINGTON, Ky. rAPI —
Republican senatorial
nominee Lowe Guenthner,
blasting the state GOP
central conunittee for the
second time in as many
days, has accused its
'executive director, Lam
Van House, of neglecting the
.senate race in favor of





'Walter D. Huddleston, 0-
Ky., in November. Hopkins,
a state senator from
Lexington, opposes state
Sen. Tom Easterly, 0-
F r a nk f ort . and American
Party candidate Lloyd
Rogers for the seat being
vacated by Rep. John
Breckinridge, 0-Ky.
In an interview Thursday
night at a rally for Hopkins
on the John Fritz farm south
of here. Guenthner said Van
Hoose -'probably" con-
sidered Huddleston un-
beatable and was reluctant
to risk any of the party's
limited resources on an
underdog.
-It's as Simple as that in
the mind of I.arry Van
Hoose, I know," Guenthner
said.
Van Hoose and state GOP




1 Dance step 1 Diving bird
1 Conducts 5 Sea eagle
9 Greek letter 6 Symbol for
12 Native metal silver
13 gpc/y pa./ 7 Challenge
11 Pronoun B Scoff
• 15 Individual 9 Bureaus
17 Buy back 10 Hasten
19 Electrified 11 Doctrine
particle 16 Offspring
- 20 Prophets 18 More arid
21 Spare 20 Specimens
23 Sun god 21 Wanton
24 Ceremonies looks
27 Mora,c, 22 Weird
28 Clock 23 Edges
10 Brother of 25 Ardent
Jacob 26 Type of
31 Teutonic leather
deity 18 Note of
32 Easier scale
31 Earth god- 29 Lamb's pen
dess name
35 Disturbance 32 Long-legged








- 45 Leap •
= 46 More timid
48 Meal
51 Paddle










. 3 Soap opera.















33 Eaten: Dial precise
36 Aquatic 45 Possessive
mammals pronoun
38 Mend 46 Parent: Col-
loq
40 Female feta- 47 Cerearspike
live 18 Soak
42 Cleaning de- 49 Ocean
vice 50 Attempt
-44 Formally 55 Roman gods
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•'1 have supported Louie
and I will continue to sup-
port him and I will vote for
him in November," said Van
/loose. "And I would say I
even have a reason not to
vote for him" because of the
dispute.
"There is a difference in
active and passive support,"
Guenthner said. "If you're
not doing anything for me,
then you're working against
me.•'
Van House said Guen-
thner's appearance was not
expected at the rally, 'which
featured Sen. Robert Dole,
R-Kan.
Guenthner's accusation
first came on Wednesday.
He said Thursday that Van
House's appearance at the
rally indicated his
willingness to support
Hopkins "to the detriment of
a statewide race.**
Nunn noted that Van
Hoose, a Versailles resident,
lives within the 6th District
and "whatever he does after
work, on his own time, is his
own business."
'That's a crock and y
can quote me," said
Guenthner. "I don't buy this
that the only reason Larry
Van Hoose is here is
because he lives in the 6th
District. There are a lot of
other people here from the
6th District, but they're not
setting up tables.
"I think he ought to be
more actively involved in
the Senate race)," Guen-
thner said. "They see an
awful good opportunity to
win in this district, but they
don't see the opportunity to
beat ''Dee" Huddleston.
That's short-sightedness on
their part. I think we can
both win. I think that will be
the outcome.-
"We've done everything
we can do as far as
organization, research,
everything we've been asked
to do," Van Hoose said
later. "The committee
doesn't finance or manage
campaigns."
As for Guenthner's charge
that the party is con-
centrating on Hopkins' race,
Van Hoose said, "I expect
our staff work is weighted
the other way. I don't think
that's valid. I tailed to
Louie tonight and reassured
him of our support.
"The - role I perceive (for
the committee staff) is we
have to do everything we
can to get- the vote out. The
candidate himself has to run
Ins own organization."
"I can't think of a
statewide campaign where
they haven't been involved,"
Guenthner said. "...This is
the first time the state
central committee staff has
not been involved in the day-
to-day support of the
Republican primary winner.
"I think I am entitled to
active and aggressive
support," he said. "I ex-
pected_ a total commitment
out of Larry Van Hoose and
the staff, total cooperation,
after the primary. I've
gotten nothing. I've gotten
lip service. Let me make
this clear — I've gotten a lot
of help from (former Gov.)
Louie Nunn and Bob Gable
and some others."
He said he had received
no help from Lee Nunn, but
added, "Lee can't really
help me. That the GOP
chairmanship) is just an
honorary position. He
doesn't even get paid, plus
he's got a big farm and
doesn't have that much
time."
Guenthner obviously was
rankled by what he called
his campaign's "miserable"
financial situation.
He said he received "no
-money at all" from an
earlier fundraising dinner
that featured former Texas
governor and Treasury
Secretary John Connally.
Van Hoose said all the
money was used to keep the
committee staff operating,
adding no other candidate,
including Hopkins, received
funds from. Connally's ap-
pearance. -
Gaenthner said his
campaign had raised about
$30,000 through mid-Jul),
compared to about 8111,000
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Nunn estimated it would
take at least $1 million to
unseat Huddleston or any
other incumbent senator.
Guenthner said the
committee staff also refused
to line up "prospective
contributors" to his cam-
paign. He added he thought
the party was "holding back
for the governor's race"
before approaching con-
tributors, "although I think
they're nipping them for
Larry."
Guenthner stopped short of
calling for Van House's
ouster, but indicated he
would like to see a change
in the directorship.
ANT ADS ARE YOUR
LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE TO
PUBLIC AND MEMBERS OF
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
Take notice that West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation will on September 28, 1978 at
9 a.m. Eastern Daylight time at the office of the
Public Service Commission of Kentucky, 730 Schenkle
Lane, P. 0. Box 615, Frankfort, Kentucky, appear at a
public hearing for the purpose of complying with the
fuel adjustment regulation contained in 807 KAR2:055.
The purpose of the hearing is to adopt as a part of the
tariffs of this Cooperative a standard fuel adjustment
clause which is required under the regulation
aforesaid.
All members of the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation and the public should be
aware that the Cooperative will also request per-
mission to deviate from the standard fuel adjustment
clause in order to prevent a rate increase for certain
classes of members. If the deviation is not allowed,
then the following classes of members will have their
rates increased as a result of compliance with the
standard fuel adjustment clause.
The classes of members if deviation is not granted is
as follows; residential, outdoor lighting.
The tariffs are as follows:
PSC Requirements:
RESIDENTIAL RATE - SCHEDULE RS-6
Availability
This rate shall apply only to electric service to a
single family dwelling and its appurtenances, where
the major use of electricity is for domestic purposes
such as lighting, household appliances, and the per-
sonal comfort and convenience of those residing
therein. Any such dwelling in which space is oc-
casionally used for the conduct of business by a
person residing therein may be served under this rate.
Where a portion of a dwelling is used regularly for the
conduct of business, the electricity consumed in that
portion so used shall be separately metered and billed
under the General Power Rate; if separate circuits
are not provided by the customer, service to the entire
premises shall be billed under the General Power
Rate.
Character of Service
Alternating current, single-phase, 60 hertz. Voltage
supplied shall be the discretion of Distributor and shall
be determined by the voltage available from
distribution lines in the vicinity and-or other con-
ditions. Multi-phase service shall be supplied in ac-
cordance with Distributor's standard policy.
Base Charges
Customer Charge: $2.60 per delivery point per month
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowatthours per month at 2.447 cents per
kilowatthour+
Additional Kilowatthours per month at 2.445 cents per
kilowatthour+
+As increased or decreased in accordance with
Appendix 1 to the Schedule of Rates and Charges
Minimum Monthly Bill
The customer charge constitutes the minimum mon-
thly bill for all customers served under this rate
scheduled except those customers for which a higher
minimum monthly bill is required under Distributor's
standard policy because of special circumstances
affecting Distributor's cost of rendering service.
4
Payment
Bills under this rate schedule will be rendered mon-
thly. Any amount of bill unpaid after due date
specified on bill may be subject to additional charges
under Distributor's standard policy.
Single-Point Delivery
The charges under this rate schedule are based upon
the supply of service through a single delivery and
metering point, and at a single voltage. If service is
supplied to the same customer through more than one
point of delivery or at different voltages, the supply of
service at each delivery and metering point arid at
each different voltage shall be separately metered and
billed under this rate schedule.
Service is
Distributor
subject to Rules and Regulations of
GENERAL POWER RATE — SCHEDULE GS-11
Avails/31HO
This rate shall apply to the firm power requirements
for electric service to commercial, industrial, and
governmental customers; institutional customers in-
cluding, without limitation, churches, clubs, frater-
nities, orphanges, nursing homes, rooming or boarding
houses, and like customers, and other customers ex-
cept those to whom service is available under other
resale rate schedules.
Character of Service
Alternating current, single or three-phase, 60 hertz.
Under A below power shall be delivered at a voltage.
available in the vicinity or agreed to by Distributor.
Under B below power shall be delivered at a tran-
smission voltage of 161 kV or, if such transmission
voltage is not available, at the highest voltage
available in the vicinity, unless at the customer's
request a lower standard voltage is agreed upon.
Rase Charges
A. If the customer's demand for the month and its
contract demand, if any, are each 5,000 kilowatts or
less:
Customer Charge: $3.60 per delivery point per _month
"I certainly, think he's
made a lot of wrong
decisions and I would
wonder how long a man
could continue to make
mistakes and stay on the
payroll," Guenthner said.
LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
First 50 kilowatts of demand per month, no d
emand
charge
Next 50 kilowatts of demand per month, at $2
.10 per
kilowatt




First 500 kilowatts per month at 3.879 cents per kWh+ Wit+
Next 14,500 kilowatts per month at 2.979 cents per
kWh+
Next 25,000 kilowatts per month at 2.044 cents per
kWh+
Next 60,000 kilowatts per month at 1.794 cents per
kWh+
Next 400,000 kilowatts per month at 1.694 cents per
kWh+
Additional kilowatts per month at 1.654 cents per
kWh+
+As increased or decreased in accordance with
Appendix 1 to the Schedule of Rates and Charges.
B. If either the customer's demand for the month or
its contract demand is greater than 5,000 kilowatts:
Customer Charge: $1,000 per delivery point per month
Demand Charge: $1.91 per kilowatt of demand per
month
Additional charge for any demand in excess of
customer's contract demand: $1.91 - per kilowatt per
month.
Energy Charge: 1.600 cents per kilowatthour per
month for first 20,000,000 as increased or decreased in
accordance with Appendix 1 to the Schedule of Rates
and Charges.
Facilities Rental Charge Applicable Under B Above
There shall be no facilities rental charge under this
rate schedule for delivery at bulk transmission voltage
levels of 161 kV or higher. For delivery at less than
161 kV, there shall be 'added to the customer's bill a
facilities rental charge. This charge will be 20 cents
per kW per month except for delivery at voltages
below 46 kV, in which case the charge shall be 55
cents per kW per month for the first, 10,000 kW and 30
cents per kW per month for the excess over 10,000 kW.
Such charge shall be applied to the customer's
currently effective contract demand and shall be in
addition to all other charges under this rate schedule in-
cluding minimum bill charges.
OUTDOOR LIGHTING RATE — SCHEDULE LS
Availability
Available for service to street and park lighting
systems, traffic signal systems, athletic field lighting
installations (during prescribed use-period), and
outdoor lighting for iodividual customers.
PART A — CHARGES FOR STREET AND PARK
LIGHTING SYSTEMS, TRAFFIC SIGNAL SYSTEMS,
AND ATHLETIC FIELD LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS
I. Energy Charge: 2.608 cents per kilowatthour as
increased or decreased in accordance with Appendix 1
to the Schedule of Rates and Charges
II, Investment Charge:
The annual investment charge shall be 12 percent of
the installed cost to Distributor's electric system of
the facilities devoted to street and park lighting ser-
vice specified in this Part A. Such installed cost shall
be recomputed on July 1 of each year, or more often
if substantial changes in the facilities are made. Each
month, one-twelhh of the then total annual investment
charge shall be billed to the customer. If any part of
the facilities has not been provided at the electric
system's expense or if the installed cost of any portion
thereof it reflected on the books of another
municipality or agency or department, the annual
investment charge shall be adjusted to reflect properly
the remaining cost to be borne by the electric system.
APPENDIX 1
I Appendix to Schedule of
Rates and Charges)
The base energy charge in the designated rate





Additional kWh Add (1.00 X A)
Add kWh Sales Add ( 829 X A)-.488
r-Exempt kWh iraTined as 550 kWh multiplied by the
total number of residential customers served by
Distributor during June preceding the beginning of
each fiscal year (October l'-September 30) of ap-
plication.
The amounts applicable for "A" under Energy Charge
per kWh shall be determined for each month by ap-
plying data from TVA's actual operations' to the
following formula. These calculated amounts will be
published on or about the. 15th of the month preceding
the month of application and will be applicable to bills
rendered from meter. readings taken for TVA and
Distributor monthly billing- cycles scheduled to begin
on or after the second day of each calendar month
beginning July 2, 1977.
A-
C( B-0.750e 4- F(E-0.750e)
_
.96(13-G)

























































































































































































(Continued From Page 12)
LEGAL NOTICE 
Where:
A - Amount of increase or decrease in cents per kWh
for the month of application for changes in the cost of
the fuel and of power and energy receipts from other
electric power systems.
PUT IT IN  THE 1111A_I f: 11: 11 III FOR RESULTS
si PEtt SOPPLiES34 HOUSES FOR RENTLEGAL NOTICE
B - Fuel expense in cents per kWh for net commercial
thermal generation for the second preceding month.
C - Total net generation from commercial thermal
generating units in kWh for the second preceding
month.
D - Total sales of energy in kWh during the second
preceding month.
E - Expense in cents per kWh of purchased power and
interchange (billed economy and nonreplacement
energy) received for the second preceding month.
F - Total amount of purchase power and interchange
(billed economy and nonreplacement energy i_received
for the second preceding month.
G - Total amount of exempt energy sold under
Wholesale Power Rate WS during second preceding
month.
(1) The fuel clause shall provide for periodic ad-
justment per KWH of sales equal to the difference
between the fuel costs per KWH sale in the base





Where F is the wholesale cost fuel in the base (b) and
current (M) periods, all as defined below:
(2) FB-SB shall be so determined that on the effective
date of the commission's approval of the utility's ap-
plication of the formula, the resultant adjustment will be
equal to zero (0).
Deviation Requested:
APPENDIX 1
May 1977 Appendix to
Schedule of Rates and Charges)
The base energy charge in the designated fate
schedules shall be adjusted as follows: •'
Enery Charge
Per KWH















Add (1.00 X Ai











- LS, Part A Add (1.06 X A) -
LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court
Cumberland Volley Metals, Inc.,
Plaintiff
Versos
Boat E. Stalls, Sr., ET AL,
Defendants
Versus
lank of Murray, .
And Defendant Cross-Plaintiff
NOTICE Of SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of
the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the Ma
26th Term thereof, 1978, in the above cause, for
the sum of Forty-five Thousand Seven Hundred
Sixteen and 13/100 Dollars ($45,716.13), with in-
terest at the rate of Ten Percent (10% ) per an-
num from the llth day of March, 1976, until paid,
and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City Of
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public 'auction on the 25th day of September,
1978, at 1:00 o'clock, p.m. or thereabout, upon a
credit of six months, the folios; ing described
property, to-wit:
Tract 1.
BEGINNING at a stake at the Northeast In-
tersection of a 40 foot road running East and
West and the State Highway just East of and
paralleling the railroad adjoining the City of
Murray, Kentucky; thence East with North edge
of said road 363 feet to an iron stake; thence Nor-
th 100 feet to an iron stake; thence West 363 feet
to an iron stake in the East edge of Highway;
thence South with said Highway 100 feet to the
point of beginning.
Tract 2..
A part of Section 26, Township 2, Range 4 East.
Beginning at a stake in the East edge of In-
dustrial Avenue, the Northeast corner of Gran-
tee's present lot; 'thence North with said
Avenue 86 feet to a stake; thence East 363 feet to
a stake; thence South 86 feet to a stake at the cor-
ner of Grantee's lot; thence West with their line
363 feet to the point of beginning.
These parcels being the same land conveyed to
L. D. Miller to Buel E. Stalls by deed dated Mar-
ch 10, 1970, and recorded in Book 143, Page 309 in
the office of the Clerk of the -Calloway County
Court.
Tract 3.
The South hong the North half of Lot No. 149 in
Bolen's Enlargement to the Town of Murray,
Kentucky, plat of same recorded in Deed book
"P" at Page No. 117 in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court. The alley on the nor-
th side of the lot herein conveyed and described
to stay an open alley. Said lot herein conveyed
being sixty (60) feet, running north and south,
and about 275 feet, running east and west.
This tract being the same land conveyed by
James Robert Streff and wife, Owen Jeanette
Streff to Buel E. Stalls and wife, Mildred K.
Stalls, by deed dated April 2, 1966, and recorded
in Deed Book 125, page 545 in the Calloway Coun-
ty Clerk's office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond uith approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bid-
ders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
. Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
+Exempt kWh is defined as 550 kWh multiplied by the 2. NOTICE
total number of residental customers served by 7 
Distributor during June preceding the beginning of
each fiscal year October 1-September 30) of ap-
plication.
The amounts applicable for "A" under Energy Charge
Per kWh shall be determined for each month by ap-
plying data from TVA's actual operations to the
following formula. These calculated amounts will be
published on or about the 15th of the month preceding
the month of application and will be applicable to bills
rendered from meter feedings taken for TVA and
Distributor monthly billing cycles scheduled to begin
on or after the second day of each calendar month io




- INVITATION TO BID
The Mayor and Common Council of the City of
Murray will accept bids to purchase a dump truck
for use of the Murray Water and Sewer System.
Bids are to be delivered to the City Clerk's Office by
5:00 p.m. September 21, 1978. The City Council
Reserves the right to accept lowest or best bid or to
reject any or all bids. Specifications are available at
the City Clerk's Office, City,Hall Building, 5th and














Poison Control . . 153-15311.
Senior Citizens . . 753-0919
Needling  753-118










contact Holman Jones, 217 S.








SO' Off lash Fair with ad. (IT)
6. HELP WANTED
I Man wonted to help defiverand set up ternitort. Calltaboo Wiggins at WigginsFlitisitere, 753-4566.
22. MUSICAI,,
ARTLY FLUTE witti case.
$120. Used 3 months, good for
beginners. Call 759-4878.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos. Lonardo 
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paeil,'TN7'"""
FEMALE RED dachshund,
3,1 year old. Good childs' or
FOUR ROOM country house- Older persons pet, make
with bath. Call 753-6581. offer. 759-4895.
BUNDY ALTO Saxophone In
excellent condition. Call 435-
1e. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 4557 or 753-68 1.
DO YOU want the finer GETZEN trumpet. A good
things in Life? Earn full time quality instrument. Almost
income in spare time. Call 1- new, silver plated, $225. 753-
.554-5278. 9458
11. INSTRUCTIONS
AM LOOKING for guitar
students - all styles - all
ages. contact Monte Fisher
at Chuck's Music, 753-3682.
12. INSURANCE
HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE
25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE iNcoussnow.
WILSON INSURANCE AND




front, three bedroom, two
bath or larger brick home.
Will pay cash or terms. Up to
200 acres adjoining or
seperate location also
desired. Write Thomas
Patton, 252 E. Bolivar Dr.
Baton Rouge, La. 70815. No
Agents.
OLDER CAR, prefer
Chevrolet. Cheap - in good
condition. Call 436-5830.
20 POUND bottle gas tank.
Call. 1968 Oldsmobile. $350,
good condition, call 436-2650.
USED BOAT lift suitable for
 -P 2500 pound boat. Write,






WHAT WE do best
Needline, 753-6333
WANT TO Buy or rent row
crops or pasture land. Call 1-
489-2663.
WANTED rolled or baled
hay. Delivered or will pick
up. Call 1-489-2663.
is care. 
WANTED TO BUY Century
21 accounting books. Call 753-




$ze 00 per hour (•,
I It's A Fact
Free Gift Wrapping






CLEANING LADY, one day
a week. Call 7518943 after
5:30 pm.
DAY AND NIGHT shift,
male and female, apply in





Tobacco hands Call 1-489
2663
HELP WANTED. Apply in
person at Games _ People
Play: nth 8M AAiln. From
11 am -4 pm.
Where:
A - Amount of increase or decrease in cents per kWh
for the month of application for changes in the costs of
ruei atid of power ana energy receipts from other
electric power systems.
B - Fuel expense in cents per kWh for net commercial
thermal generation for the second month.
C - Total net generation from commercial thermal
generating units in kWh for the second preceding
month.
D - Total sales of energy in kWh during the second
preceding month.
E - Expense in cents per kWh of purchased power and
interchange (billed economy and nonreplacement
energy) received for the second preceding month.
F Total amount of purchased power and interchange
billed economy and nonreplacement energy) received
for the second preceding month.
G - Total amount of exempt energy sold under
Wholesale Power Rate WS during second preceding
month.
(1) The fuel clause shall provide for period d-
justment per kWh of sales equal to the differ ce
between the fuel costs per kWh sale in the base period





Where F Is the expense of fossil fuel in the base (
and current (m) periods; and S in sales in the base
( b) and current (m) periods, all as defined below;
(2) FR-SB shall be so determined that on the ef-
fective date of the commission's approval of the
utility's application of the formula, the resultant ad-
itkatment will be equal to zero (0).
REQUEST FOR BIDS
The City of Murray will be receiving
Bids on a Leaf Loader. Bids and
Specifications may be picked up at the
City Clerks Office, II I Poplar Street,
Murray. Bids will be accepted until 5
p.m. September 21, 1978.
1977 Pontiac Grand Prix, 22,000 miles, extra
sharp.
1971 Firebird Esprit, 19,000 miles, all extras.
1915 Chrysler New Yorker, extra clean, new car
trade in.
1913 Pontiac Grand Prix, extra clean, low
mileage, new car trade in.
1914 Mete, 3 door, power and automatic, better
hurry.
1914 Mercury 4 door, double power and air.
1972 Chevrolet Impala Coupe, double power and
air, new car trade in*.





-Satnfied uatorners Ate Ow
MA", f on< ern"
1 406 West Make - 783-9915
JOURNEYMEN Brick
layers, Union Scale, light
weight block, for K -Mart
Project. Call 759-4590.
McDONALD'S Is now taking
applications for morning arid
afternoon • kitchen and
counter help. Apply In person
at McDonalds Resturant 107
N. 12M.
MATURE PERSON to keep 7
month old baby part time, 10
am to 4 pm week-days. Call
762-3379. -. •
MANAGER TRAINEE.
Must be willing to learn.
Sales experience preferred.
Apply in person at Vernon's




Perience prefered but not
necessary. full time. Apply
Calloway AAfg 111 Poplar.
TEACHER NEEDS
babysItter In my home. For
infant and 3 year-old child.
753-3763.
TAKING APPLICATIONS
for cooks and dishwashers.
Apply in person between 9
am 8, 5 pro Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium Drive.
UPHOLSTERY purchasing
and genera! services. Per
manent full time
Qualifications include two
years experience and ability
In the striping, cutting and
sewing of upholstery work.
Duties Include repair of
furniture and hanging
draperies. Apply at the office
at Perlionnei services, msu.
WANTED PART time
commission salesman.
Selling Formax Feeds. Must
be livestock farmer. For
more information contact, J.
Wheeler at 1 - 3211-11164,
Sedalia Ky. '
WANTED BiAINTENANCE
man full time, apply in
person at awl 6 inn. S. 12th
Street.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL Antique oak
bookcase, has large glass
door and small amber glass
doors at top, also oak hall
rack with small level mirror,
twin size mattress, spring
and frame, $20. Full size box
spring and mattress, $30. A
set of World Book
Encyclopedias, $50. Phone
345-2794 Farmington.
COUCH, Two end tables,
stereo, 55 gallon aquarium.
759-4793 after 4:00.
12 Cu. ft. refrigerator, two
small chest of drawers, black
and white portable tv. 753-
4736.
ETHAN ALLEN five piece
maple dinette set. Call 759-
1242
FIVE FOOT Pool table with
slate top $150, 437 4635.
GE STOVE with upper and
lower ovens, $AO. Call 753-
1206 or 759-1020.
24 INCH Atlas Metal lathe.
$135. Baby bed, $15. Call 189-
2595.
I NEW MAO. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L-60.14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160.
Phone: 753-7393.
NICE LAVATORY with
Formica top. cheap. Call 753-
5108 after 6 pm.
10 SPEED Bicycle $50, in
good condition. Call 753-2436.
1111101ESSILIIIM 01011 Mt FM
PRINTING
winehoslor Sio,v.ces
102 N. 4th - 753-5-397
SET OF THURMAN truck
scales, weighs up to 55,00
pounds; 25 ft. long, sell for
$3500. Call 753-4776
STREET Sweeper needs
some repairs. Call 753-1412.
SEARS Cold -Spot
refrigerator, 13 Cu. ft. har
vest gold, top freezer, used
one year, $200. Call 753 1206
or 759 1020.
USED FRIGIDAIRE
refrigerator, runs good, $75
Call 492-85641 after 5 p.m.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
NEW COUCH, chair and love
seat. Call 753 5108, after 6
Pm
ROCKER, end table and two
lamps. Call 753 3917 after s
pm.
IL SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE Used Singer
sewing machine, lig,Zag, all
regular attachments. Sews
Perfect, fully garenteed Full
cash price, $39.50. Payments
cam be arranged, call
Martna Hopper 1-354-6521 or
write Rt. 5 Benton, Ky.
It. FARM EQUIP.
FOA -5KCE' YObacco and
tomato sticks. Call 489 2126
12 HP John Deere garden
tractor with mower. A I
_Shape. 753-4503
MURRAY FORD Tractor
has several used tractors,
'farm equipment, cars,
trucks, buses, and corntOes
at discount prices We a itl
trade for anything of vPue
2 KUSTOM 15 inch. P.A.
speaker cabinets with horns
and crossover also Zeron




piano, organ, or voice
lessons Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons age 6
and up-beginners to ad-
vanced. Rental purchase







not be beat anywhere. Shop
for yourself and see. Open







condition. Call 753-5615 or
759-1312, after 3 Pm.
24. MISCELLANEOUS
FREEZER BEEF. 'Choice
grain fed-aged beef. Front
quarter 79 cents a pound.
whole or half 89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter 95 cents
a pound hanging weight.
Food stamps accepted. We
also do custom slaughtering.
Paris Meat Processing, 642-
8201. One mile north of Paris
on old Murray road.
26. TV-RADIO
GOOD USED color tv. Call
435-4446.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1970 HALMARK all electric
I2x52 partly furnished in-
cluding new washer and
dryer and kitchen ap-
pliances. Very nice, 15200.
Call 753-1877 or 753-4074.
VT MOB. HOME RENTS
10 x 40,2 BR All electric, $70
per month CAII 489-2595.
TWO BEDROOM all electric
mobile home. 10 miles east of
Murray. Couples only. S85
per month. References and
deposit required. Call 474-
2318.
TWO BEDROOM, mobile
home, 12 x 60, 5 miles SE on
Dodd Road. Couples only.
Call 753-5080 after 6 pen.
TWO 3 Bedroom mobile
homes, One 2 bedroom
mobile home. Call 759-4592.
TWO BR trailer for rent at
Shady Oaks. Call 489-2533.
21. HEATING & COOLING





from Murray Post Office,
available September 1.
Phone Max Brandon, 753-
1975.
31. WANT TO RENT
COUPLE WITH child want a
house outside of town. 753-
5058.
YOUNG COUPLE want To
rent house or large mobile
home in Calloway or Mar-
shall county. 1354-8918.



































champion blood lines, $75
and up. AKC Australian
Terrier, female, $10. 527-
9700.
BOSTON TERRIER pup-






Miniature Dobermans, 8 to 11




Year old with papers. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-7396. '
REGISTERED Doberman
Pinscher. Eight weeks old
753-9835 after 6 p.m.
THREE 16 month old Beagle
hounds and five puppies. Call
753-4349.
WALKER COON Dog Pulp
pies, call 436-5402
40. PRODUCE
COOKING APPLES for sale
Cal 1e753-4735.
41. PUBLIC SALES
FOUR PARTY Yard Sale
Friday and Saturday. Nice
clothes, shoes, all sizes
Miscellaneous. 1307 Poplar
FIVE PARTY carport sale
Sept. 9 from 8-? at 1609
Parklane Drive.' Clothes,
plants, glassware, and baked
goods.
GARAGE SALE: Friday
only Sept. 8 form 9 a.m.-3
P.m. 1611 Bellmont.
GARAGE SALE. Friday and
Saturday, Sept 8 - 9. 1703
Johnson Blvd, across from
tennis courts. Baby things,
clothing, tires, mattress, bed
spreads etc.
GARAGE SALE. Ping-POng
table, lawn furniture, tools,
dishes, children's clothes,
toys, games, upright
vacuum, cord organ, much
more. Saturday-Sunday
Sept. 9th-lOth. 1112 County
Cork Gatesboro.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
40 cars for sale or trade. Some for re-
sale and others for parts only. Good
location for rent. Will consider trade of






Clinical Secretary for Murray Mental
Health Center. Duties will include typing,
transcribing dictation, medical records,
and general office duties. Salary is com-
petitive. Experience preferred. Apply to
Joyce Boyd, 702 Main Street, Murray.




Immediate (*ening for a Electrical-Instrument
Maintenance Mechanic. Applicant MUST have a
minimum of three (3) years experience in BOTH
Industrial-Electrical and instrument main-
tenance, as well as experie'nce in pnuernatic in-
strumentation. Excellent starting wage along
with company paid insurance, vacation, etc. No
other applications being taken or considered at
this time.
Contact:
Gene D. Smith Sr.
Personnel Mgr.
VANDERBILT CHEMICAL CO-OPERATION, Rt. 2 Box




is now accepting applications for hourly employees. Must be willing
to work any of three shifts and be able to preform a variety of job
skills.
Persons interested should apply in person at the Personnel Office of
the Tappan Co. Apply Monday through Friday 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. to 12 noon.
The
Tappan Co.
Appliance Group Murray Operation
Murray, Ky. 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer. WF
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41. PUSLIC SALES
GARAGE SALE, Fri and
Sat , September 8 and 9 1703
Jeshnson Blvd across from
tennis courts Baby things,
tali clothing, tires, mat
mosses, bedspreads. etc.
GARAGE SALE Saturday.
Saptember 9 am 5 pm
rAoving, bargains galore 808
Bagwell, one block east of 9th
Street
GARAGE SALE, Friday and
Saturday, Sept. 7 and 8 at





ratmerous other items. 9 am
6.pm.
GIGANTIC YARD and Bake
sale. Sponsored by New
Concord U P.0 Church. Sale
tp be held on Sat. Sept 9 from
7 a m -? Hotctogs, Cokes and
etc... served all day WHITE
CAMPER SALES located 4
Miles East of Murray on 94
toward Ken Lake.
taADIES AND BOYS clothing
ailed shoes, baby items,
riOvelties, pictures, dishes,
other items. Hwy 121 N at
Stella. First house on left
beside old pottery place.
Friday, Saturday, and
feSoncl ay
MOVING SALE, 915 Waldrop
Drive Friday &. Saturday
Sept 4-9 Barn till?. Backyard
aboveground swimning pool,
filter and vacumn. Fur
/*lure, clothes plants, books
acid glassware
SIX PARTY yard sale
Friday and Saturday at 610 S
9th
THREE PARTY yard sale,
Fri and Sat 1403 Henry St
Turquiose jewelry, portable
stereo and speakers, childs
console organ, house hold
items, clothes, toy, and
games. In ccase of rain, will
be held next week.
THREE PARTY Yard sale.
651 Fairlane, Friday at 12-?
and Saturday, 7 am.?
TWO PARTY PATIO Sale
Friday and Saturday, 9-5.
1.512 Oxford Drive, Can-
terbury Estates, baby items,
mini clothes dryer, men's
and ladies clothing, 10 gallon
aquarium, cutains, fire
screeen with andirons,
electric logs, milk can, horse
Cellar, truck camper and
much more
41. PUBLIC SALES . 43. REAL ESTATE
YARD SALE. 15th and Main
Street. (Southwest Corner) 8
am to 5 pm Friday. tam to 12
noon Saturday.
YARD SALE, Sat. Sept.. 9
from 11-6, adult and children
clothing, house hold goods,
miscellanous 1603 College
Farm Rd lust west of 5
points
YARD SALE. Sat. Sept. 9,
fruit jars. push garden plow,,






large 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
on large lot, attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air, and many nice
features. Priced in mid 405.
Located orlly minutes from




FAR FROM the maddening
crowd If you want to be out of
the city, this may be for you.
Nice home with large family
room and fireplace, 3
bedroom, large patio, nice
kitchen and bar, washer
dryer connections, stove and
dishwasher stay wih sale,
new 26x311 garage with up-
stairs which could be
apartment. All of this on 5




IGuy Spann Realtyloge Key PeopleIn Reel Estee753 7724901 Sycamore Murray, ly.
GOOD IN Town location 737
Vine St. 3 bedrooms, living
room with beautiful fireplace
win heatolator, bath, kit-
chen, utility room, large lot,
outside storage, garden spot,








With The Eneisdty Touch"
LOOKING FOR LAKE
LOTS? Two Lots in
Keniana Subdivision.
Priced to Go. Only















Ntondav-Fridav 7.30-Noon Saturday 7:30til 5:00
PVC! NAIR CUT 51.50 ma WAVE 51.23
For Respire, Noose Calls Phase 753-4013






25% off landscaping plants
1 0% off
All In Store Items
*Bogged Rock or Slate
-..x.Water Fountain
11, *Bagged Redvvood Bark
*Bird Bath
it's time for loll plontingc so come in and save
ASS - It's time for foil fertilizing 8 weed control,




Hwy 121 North Murray. Ky
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR
INDUSTRIAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
You don't have to be an engineer or technical
person to enter a challenging and highly rewar-
ding career selling industrial lubricants to
businesses right in your community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food,
and manufacturing r or a mechanical
background helpful. We train you in salesman-
ship, products, and applications in a thoroughly
professional, company-paid program. • Field
training follows, right in yolir territory.
No investment except your full-tiMe effort, ;Ind
you get an exclusive, fully-protected territory
with hundreds of prospects for products that
repeat and repeat, year after year. You
represent a company on the move; the quality
leader in the lubricant field for over a quarter
century.
Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start,
building your lucrative career today, right in
your own area, and be home nights With >nur
family while doing it.
Act now, -while one of our choice territories is
still open in your area. Send your resume, giving













Grocery Gas Station with
excellent Income potential
located on busy highway 94.
12 miles from Murray near
Kentucky Lake. Store has
thriving fresh produce
business, greenhouse for
plant and flower sales,
fishing equipment and bait
sales, trucks for tranSportin,g
produce. This is a wen-
established business and an
excellent income producer.
All operating figures fur•
nished upon request. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more information.
H) POW( VEEL THAT I'VE FAILED
'RD WEEP MY CAMPAIGN 290M)SES
WHATEVER THEY WERE, 1'Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate




ON Two bedroom brick
home, 2 blocks from
university. Earn extra in-




gas heat, and 15'x20' brick
storage building are extra
nice features. Price just
reduced to $29,900. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-
1222.
South 12th at Sycamore
'ICIc PHONE 753. 1061
OPPORTUNITY FOR your
business Now available • up
to 3400 square foot of car
peted, air conditioned,
centrally heated, secured.
building to develop your own
business.., ideally locate
d...ideally designed for
expansion. Oh yes, we have
available financing for you
too! Unbelievable? Try Us!
753 1492 LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS.

















location, close to shop-
ping centers, we have
this fine 3 BR brick
home, central heat St
air, w to w carpeting,
112 baths, a land 2 car
carport w/storage,
den and much much
more. Call us today,
shown by appointment
only.
Weekenos & Evenings Call
loe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Nall 753 WM
Poo Nerdy 753 1674
Don Timber 753 1930
STUNNING CONTEMPO
RARY Glassed wall in foyer
brings one to the great room
with bricked wall, ample
family sized kitchen,large
master bedroom with built-in
desk and walk in closet plus 2
other bedrooms and two
baths. Add one acre land two




WE HAVE just listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroorn home in a central
location, This is in the
vicinity of 6th and Vine street
close to shopping downtown,
school an hospital. The
home included the drapes,
refrigerator, stove and dish-
washer. Call JOHN C.
NEUBAI,1R REALTOR, 206
N 4th St, 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.
42 acre farm with 3 BR brick
home. leafed South of
Mere," block top This
I m hp pad lendable land
Se!bellibigs. Noose has ho,
doom. leers, central 9a1
beet, fell bitseinent Good
leteetlein,11106anahly priced
Jest listed--.0ahr Estate 3
U. 2 bath home on extra
large corner let. Central pi
hest, cesiteof air, hardwood
floors *revokes'', fireplace
island kitchen .ith double
  3 car garage All out .
side trim is aluminum, main
temente free home 60's.
113 nu imp pi.,
• Professional Services
With The Fneedly Touch'
NEWLY LISTED . .
Good looking 6 rm, 3
bedroom By., located
Just 2 Miles SE of
Murray on At-
tractive kitchen, lots





Low 30's. Better Call
Now. Boyd Majors 0
Real Estate, 105 N. I•
12th.
SELL YOUR FARM through
KOPPERUD REALTY, 711."
Main We have had many
inquiries regarding' all types
of farm land and acreage
trectS If you have a farm or
acreage tract to sell, contact
us at 753 1222. Also if you
have been wanting to pur
chase acreage, contact us for
an update on properties
listed for sale in,, Calloway
County. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a complete
range of Real Estate Service
Phone us today.
Prof esaional SerVICPS
With The Friendly Touch'
UNBELIEVABLE
PRICE . . . This 3
bdrm., 2 bath, B.V.
presently under con-
struction Buy now dr
select your colors, car-
peting, etc. This home
has many desirable
features, including en-
try hall, great room,
fireplace wtheat-o-lat
or On I y. $39,500 'Boyd
Majors Reel Estate,
1-05 N. 120.
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap
pliances




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES fbR RENT AND SALI







Setting on a large and
beautifully landscaped
lot is this unique 2500
sq. ft. 4 bedroom, 2
bath brick home. Built
in 1965 from old
Louisville homes, this
proud home is a
modern antique, you
have to see her inside
and out to fully a
preciate.
Weekends Evenings Coll




44. LOTS FOR SALE
BY OWNER, 200 ft. frontage
(2 lots) in rapidly developing
Westwood Subdivision.
Single or duplex dwellings
permitted. Only $6,500. Call.
753 2859 after 5:00 p.m.
BY OWNER, 2 lots in
Croppie Hollow, ready to
build on $2500 for both. Call
436-5526 or 436-2410 after 6
Dm
GOOD FLORIDA Lots, trade
for motor home. Murray
business lot or sell Call 753-
4124 days or 753-0790 .nights.
44. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR SALE BY Owner. 2 BR
house on one acre near the
lake. Prriced reasonably.
Call 436 2628.
HOUSE AND 10 acres. 3 BR,
big living room, dining room,
kitchen, and big bath. 3 miles
East of Almo. Call 7534418.mi 4..
E P A CEFITIFIED
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL







REDUCED $3000 for im-
mediate sale, three bedroom
21/2 baths, two car garage,
fireplace 2400 sq. ft. on 121
J North. Call 459-2727.
7. MOTORCYCLES
MOPED only used months.
Call 753 2864.
1976 SUZSUK I, SOO GT, low
mileage, excellent condition,
5150. Call 7531913.
1974 YAMAHA 250 wih Eagle
sidecar. Fully equipped with
windshields, lights, air
horns, luggage rack. Sidecar
has bucket seats and seat
belts. Excellent condition,
less than 2500 miles. Two
helmets, included. $895 firm.
Call 753-7859 after 5'00 P.m.
49. USED CARS
1974 Buick Century. Can be
seen at Main Street Texico
41111 1l...min FREE 1970 BUICK SKYLARK
I" 20 MILE Power brakes, steering and
DELIVERY 
Air. Three 20" bicycles 46"
fire screen. Call 753 1977.
753-0984
Reseed Ind needy. Up to 12 x 24 Also been styli, offices, cottiges
eaR0D01400 fal-ons, and pees, or U•111UILD pre art completely ready
te osseeilie ep to 24 60 Bey the best for less
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
FOR SALE
2 Lots No. 38 and No. 41 in Oak Hills
Estates near Paris Landing State Park
with Mobile Home on 1 lot. These lots
are the property of Mrs. E. E. Gardner
will be sold by the Court -at Henry
County Courthouse on September 15,
1978 at 10 a.m. These are choice lots for
more information contact...
Charles Conger, Paris, Tn. 642-3161
or
Elmo Gardner, Murray, Ky. 153-2711
 Nmegimmum
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. ilva car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other inter. Price
6110,000. .
Ohio Valley Real Estate




1978 BUICK. Silver with
bucket seats Loaded with
extras. 753-4501.
1976 Beeville Sport Van,
Power, air, new radial tires.
753 44647.
WV USED CARS
1978 LTD II Brougham one
owner, 3,000 actual miles, 9
months left on warranty,
loaded with accessories,
$6,350 Call 753-9710.
1973 MONTE CARLO, one
Primer, low mileage Call
after 5 p.m 759 4639
1972 MERCURY wagon,
good running engine, needs
some body work, complete
towing package. Asking $600.
Call 436-2632.
ONE 1951 Plymouth Cam-
bridge, 6 cylinder, straight
shift 97;100 actual miles $600.
Also a 1950 Plymouth Special
Delux, 6 cylinder, rebuilt
motor. $300 Both cars run
and drive good. Call 437-4817
after 5 pm ask for Slim.
1969 OLDS Toronatio, two
door coupe, local car,. 4 new
radial tires, low mileage
Call 4362427.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.




350 engine, power steering,









Bronze and tan, one owner,













meny more used and new
cars end trucks to pick






Dwain Taylor Overskirt, lac.
1971 CHARGER special
Edition, 63,000 actual miles,
needs tires, runs like new,
make a _good family car Carr
753 5400
COLLECTORS ITEM 1959 1"
Bird, very good shape, new
General tires, all new front
end, new brakes, new padded
dash, new AM FM, 8 track
stereo $995. See at
University Golf, 16 and
Chestnut.
1976 Chevet, excellent
condition, new tires, good
gas rniliage Call 759 4878
1969 DODGE Poloria, Power
steering, air and seats. Good
gas mileage, price $150. Call
753 6564
1973 DODGE Charger, AM
FM stereo, casette, new tires
and brakes, Rally wheels,
54,000 miles 61600. Call 436
5366 after 7 pm.
1971 FORD Torino Station
Wagon,- '6 cyl. autort%atic,
very clean, excellent running
condition $500. 753-6443.
1965 FORD Galaxy. Also 14
Ft. fishing boat. Call 436-
%51.
1977 FIAT X-.-19 Cali 753-
3052
1970 IMPALA Chevrolet',






604 Seek 1211. Street
Piano ISO) 751 7114
Ittlinue II Noway 47011
1971 THUNDERBIRD, Lano-
coupe, power, air and tape.




van $200, 437 4635
1970 FORD pickup, V-8,
straight, long and wide with
topper, $1095. Call 489-2595.
1977 FORD COURIER long
bed AM FM, soft suspension,
14,000 miles. S3000. Call 753-
6274 after 5 pm.
1971 GMC Sprint. Power, air,
FM stereo and tape. Radials,
meg wheels, red with black
top 51500 or best offer.753-
7358 after 4 pm.
1967 ONE-TON Chevrolet
truck, flat bed, 350 engine,
commerical transmission,
runs good, tires good. $1200.
Call 753-5500 after 5 pm.
PHE LAN LOW boy with
truck, also a 20B Dozer with
2 blades and rake. Call 1-235.
2704.
TWIN SCREW log truck
Dead temdem gravel truck,
small crawler loader. Trade
or you take over payments
One or all Call 753 1739
evenings,
Si. CAMPERS
ELDORADO 912 foot Truck
Camper. Like new condition,
toilet, shower, three burner
stove with oven. threewaY
refrigerator etc. Call 753
3779.
SPECIAL an 1978 models in
stock - save save save
Paschall Campers - your
Nomad Travel Trailer
dealer, Hwy 641, S miles
south of Murray. Open
Monday Saturday. Phone
(502) 4926156.
There has never been a Pre
harvest sale like this one
We're cutting prices on all
Starcrafts Travel trailers
and Pop ups. Come in and
take a look at what pre,
harvest time can mean





Hwy towards Ken  Call
753 0605
1978 TRAVEL TRAILER, 2.5
ft. Star Craft. Sleeps 8, hitch
and 16 ft. awning. 753-7728.
52. BOATS MOTORS
FLAT PONTOON Boat Call
1-474-8805.
HOUSEBOAT, 1973 42 foot,
Gibson Fly Bridge,hvin 725
hp engines, 7.3 Konen
generator, air conditioned,
all electric fully equipped,
less then 175 hours on
engines. Excellent condition
Call 753-7460 Or 7531640
1977 SUMMERSET ski boat,
161/2 ft., 175 horSepower





Fiberglas, foam, TVA op
proved K entucky• Tenn
Insulefon Inc., Rt. 7, 116x





and gulfterS. Call 1 354 1951 or
1 r 4095
53. SERVICES OFFERED $3. SERVICES OFFERED
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
screens installed, minor
repair work by Cliff Heepel,







and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. •
EXTERIOR PAINTING
done professionally, free
estimates. Call 753,4567 after
5 p.m.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR septic tank and
backhoe work needs Also
septic tank cleaning. Call
John Lane. Phone 7531669 or
436-53/8.
HAVING Trouble getting
those small jobs done? For
all your odd job needs call
753 8056.
HAND WASH and simonize
wax your car for winter
protection. Call 753-6522.
J & L BLACKTOP paving
and repairing. Call 753-1537.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN





call Ernest White, 753-0605
MITCHELL BACKTOPP
[ ING - sealing, patching,
striping. For free estimates
call 753-1537.
_NEED TREES cut? Landon




between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
SEPTIC TANKS cleaned.
field lines layecl, all types





Also, dealers for Volcano II,
the most efficient wood
burner in America. Solar
King of Mayfield, 247-1253,
607 W Broadway.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 In. wells. Call
1-527 1836 after 5 P.m.
WILL BABY SIT from 1:30 to
5:30, Monday Friday. Call
753.9801 after 1:00 p.m.
WILL DO house cleaning.
Have references. Cal/ after 5
pm, 753-6855.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 Phone day or night 1-
,1427026
56. FREE COLUMN
FREE TO GOOD Homes.
Two beautiful calico, kittens.
One orange kitten, One black
and white and one blue grey
kitten. One gray female cat.
Call 759-4141 or 753-3994.
Si. WANTED
WANTED FARM Tractors,
equipment, and trucks for
our consignment sale at
Murray fair grounds Sep-
tember 16. For more in-
formation contact Murray
Ford Tractor, 759-4895. Sale
being held by Hale Auction
Co.Sikeston Mo.
By Owner
Priced For Quick Sale
Three bedrooms, 2 baths, large family room,
living room, dining room, kitchen with ap-
pliances. Central heat and air, draperies and
carpeting, fireplace and large corner lot. Two
miles from Murray off 121 South. Phone 75.3-9580.
z
ESTATE AUCTION
Of MedicaT Office Equipment
And Surgical Instruments
To help settle the estate of George C. McClain,
M.D. of Benton, Ky.
The sale will be held at the AUCTION MART in




Whirlpool trash compactor -3 stools - office chair
-2 hall trees, one ss and 1 wood - ss kick bucket on
rollers- x-ray filing cabinet and x-ray mailers -2
tier treatment table - 3 ss trash cans 'electric
magnifiying lamp - antique anesthetic machine -
infant bed on ss carrier - water sterilizer, elec. -
Ames eyetone - treatment table with suction
machine on rollers (Aloe) - electric magnet -
treatment table on rollers (Aloe) - Burdick EKG
(EK-5A ) 'Aloe metal examining table - metal
step stool - Burton spotlight - deluxe examining
chair with arm and leg holder - examining stool
SS (31 - Burton spot light - McKesson
resuscitator, table model - 9 waiting room chairs
- lounge chair - executive chair - 2 bedside tables
( metal) - examining table - operating room table
- metal chart holders (81 - metal chart desk -
emergency' operating room light - oxygen tank
cart - 2 fluid stands - ss 5 shelf on rollers -
bassinett W.W. II field metal examining chair -
B&W cabinet T.V. - over-bed table - 3 Welch
Allyn proctoscopes - Hyfrecator with tips 'head
lamps - illuminator (Welch Allyn) for disposable
vaginal speculum - oxygen gauge - portable
ellectric suction machine - portable oxygen unit -
Hyngson anesthetic, portable - numerous
hypodermic syringes 2cc, 5cc, 10cc. 20cc, 30cc,
50cc - solid ss male and female sounds - ob-
stetrical forceps. ss ilubinal specula -3 ss tongue
depressors - anal speculurris :thoracentesis sets -
paraoentsis set - numerous sponge forceps-
biopsy punch - ss ear syringe - B.P. 1old
sterilizer - linen eye towels - 14 ss tissue forceps.
6 ss needle holders - 1 pr. ss needle holder with
scissors - ss surgical scissors - 12 ss mosquito for-
ceps - numerous ss surgical instruments - 2 rolls
W18 12 conductor wire - audio tester -4 ss bed pans
-2 ss wash pans - 19 ss trays with covers - ss glass
syringe holder - ss basin 'assorted Pyrex jars
with ss tops - plastic drug dispensing cups - ss
male urinal - assorted enamel ware - bed trays -
55 gallon coffee urn - Mayo stands - walnut glass
front instrument cabinet - assorted smoking
stands - large trash receptacle - rubber sheeting -
commericial (Hydro ,Jeti floor machine - field
telephone unit W.W. U - antique chair - 17 pair
crutches, wood and metal - couch - numerous
mlelical items - lead screen - Welch Allyn
otoscopes - numerous miscellaneous items
•11 .ateissless
Constance J. McClain, Esecu,
1310 Popular St.,
Renton, Ky. 42025






4 Auctioneer' lash, Grady. Kim and Thomas
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How Does Your Home Score?
Are your home's monthly operating expenses as low as
they could be? Find out by comparing your home to the
energy-efficient home in the illustration.
If your home scores 10 points or better, be assured your
fuel bills are well under control. A score of 5 to 10 points
means your home may still benefit from selective energy-
saving improvements, such as increased insulation. A
score lower than 5 points indicates that a lot of your
heating and.cooling dollars are being wasted.
^
Special Of The Week
I'LL UT MY HIT
If you can show me a better lake front buy! 2
story, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, great roorn
w/fireplace, 2 screened porches. 1.3 acre wooded




REAL ESTATE '1 "The Professional Office
105 N. 12th Street with the
753-11080
udro Moody 753-9036
arren Shropshire 753-8277 B.B. Hook 753-2387
omer Miller 753-7519 Reuben Moody 753-903.
COUNTRY LIVING IN THE CITY
Acre lot on Wiswell Road. A 4 bedroom home
newly decorated & all new carpet. Has lakge en-
try with attractive stairway, living room, family
room, 4 bedrooms, game room, double garage,
central heat & air, 242 baths. This is a large
family home that you must see to appreciate.
Don't miss out on this.
GUY SPANN
REALTY










Walk to the lake from this rustic home in Lake
Forrest Subdivision. You'll enjoy the heavily
wooded lot from the first floor patio or the deck
off the 2nd floor master bedroom. There's a
Franklin fireplace to knock the chill off in the
living room The kitchen features a cooking
island and lots of cabinet space and the adjoining
dining area is suitable for large gatherings. If
you're looking for the ideal year around home at
Ky. Lake give us a calr This could be the home
you've teen looking for. _ _
JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N
Phone 753.7411 Anytime
OR
Ron Talent 753-7411 Cynthia 
Gamble 759-1396




For the 'Young or Young in Heart who enjoys nice
surroundings with the unique touch. Only the
best Cypress has been used for the den and
privacy fence. Located in a quite area North of
town where you can really relax after a rough












Extra sharp 3 bedroom 1'1 bath home with
garage, outside workshop, fenced yard plus an
extra lot. House has recently been painted inside
and out, has new carpeting a new roof with turbo
vents, and located only a few blocks from the
university. All for 837,500, but can as purchased
without the extra pit. Drive by 1710 Miller and
then call us. We make+buying and selling real
estate easy for you.
KOPPERUD
REALTYM:
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
Bill Rayburn 151-4800 Marry Patterson 492-6302
Seri Anderson 753-7932 Georgia Gallagher 753-8129
till Kopporiad 753-,1222
SCORE
I. Sit loss (11-19) or more of attic in-
solent
Yes-2 pts.; No • I pt.
1. Insulation is floors over wakened
crawl space
Yn- I PT.; No-0 pt.
3. Storm 1114141/111VIS doers
Vos-I Pt; No-0 pt.
4. Coolking I, weatherstripping areand
windows & doors
Yes• I pt.; No-8 pt.
S. Minimmin 31/2 inks (1•11) insviation
in sidewalk
test pt.; No-1 pt.
A. Insulated Easement wells
Ys -1 pt.; NI-Opt.
1. Adequate attic ventilation
Yes - I pt.: No - 0 pt.
S. Light colored roof (in warm climates)
Yes-1 pt.; No-0 pt.
9. Sbeeel 1.1
Yes - pt.; No - 0 pt.
10. Properly maintained and adjusted
heating and cooling equipment
Yes-1 pt.; No-0 pt.
Lovely Home-Perfect Location '
Very nice home only 4 miles from Murray but
near the lake. You won't buy this one for location
only. This is a 3 bedroom brick with a nice living
room with a stone fireplace, kitchen with abun-
dant cabinets, stove and refrigerator also stay, 2
baths, sliding glass doors to patio from dining
room, central heat and air, well insulated, corn-
inunity water system, large utility area, carport,
Very nice lot. All this and more for 845,000.
The Nelson Throat Co., REALTORS
759-1707
"HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS"
EVENINGS
Marie Hicks 759-1056 Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
Dave McGinnis 753-8538 Sam Harris 753-8061
JUST LISTED (804 BROAD)
In excellent location, close to shopping centers,
we have this fine 3 BR brick home, central heat &
air, w to w carpeting, 1 12 baths, a 1 and 2 car car-
port w/storage, den and much much more. Call











PT AL To it
For the best return on your in% estment - Is
8 bedroom frame. 7 sleeping rooms and a one
bedroom apartment.. .Brings in an unbelieveable
9540 per month. Priced in the 30's.
A I,ittle dough will do you.. so don't hesitate to
call about this 2 bedroom home located on 2
aeres...carpet, drapes.. just ready foe- you. In
East School District. Priced in the teens.
. 0I /,
"AVI 75:i-1492V









New 3 BR brick, 1 bath, with fireplace,
priced to sell, in Maplewood Sub-







H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
Broker
Now Active In Selling And Listing
17 Acre Farm joins new 641 Hwy. app. 6 mi. north
of Murray - 14 a. tillable, several good building
sites. $900.00 per acre.
3 frame houses adjoining on South 6th Street. In-.
vestor dream priced at less than 99000.00 each.
We are glad to offer this lovely 3 bedroom brick'
home with all the extras located in Robertson
school district.
Do you have a farmers home loan conunittrnent -





5th 1 Main 153-5064 Miarray, Ky.
Claud. L.. Millar lirokor 753-3069
Gerald Carter Salesman 153-8298
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LOBITUARIES 
Funeral Is Today
For Claud C. Smith
The funeral for Claud C.
Smith, 92 year old resident
of Kirksey • is being held
today at 1:30 p.m. at the Mt.
Hebron United Methodist
Church, where he was a
member, with the Rev. Jim
Glass and the Rev. Fred
French officiating. Clarice
Norsworthy and Daytha
McCallon are providing the
music and song service.
Active pallbearers are
Mark Wilson, Don, Howard,
Mark, and Earl Smith, and
HiLson Guier. Honorary
pallbearers are Newell
Doores, Jim Hughes, Udell
Smith. Rudolph Burnett. Zell
Cooper, Loyd- Cunningham,
Doris Ezell, Max Hurt,
Oacus Bedwell, Hal Smith,
Lowell Palmer, and Clyde
Smith.
Interment will follow in
the Wade Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Smith died Tuesday at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Paul
Hankworth, two sons. Clay
and Wade Smith, one
brother, Allen Smith, seven
grandchildren, 13 grand-




The Grace Baptist Church,
located on South Ninth
Street Extended, Murray.
will hear 'the pastor, the
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, speak at
the 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Sept 10.
Directing the music and
song service will be Ronald
Hardison, music director,
with Dwane Jones as
organist and Anita Underhill
as pianist.
Sunday School will be at




Nursery workers will be
Robbie Hale, Vicki Chad-
wick, Hazel Ray. Catherine
Srnotherman, and Frances
Wyatt, Sunday, Mildred
Burpoe and Wanda Hart-
sfield, Wednesday. Randall
Underhill, 753-7466. is bus
driver for September, and
for bus information call Don
Hale, 753-3063.
Wednesday services will
be at 7:30 p.m. . .
Hollis Miller Speaker
Sunday, Local Church
Hollis Miller, third minister
of the University Church of
Christ, will return to Murray
to assist the church in
celebrating its 25th an-
_Hollis Miller
niversary on Sept. 9 and 10.
Each of the former ministers
of the church will be featured
during special weekend ac-
tivities throughout the month
of September.
Miller, a native of Glasgow,
moved to Murray to work with
the University Church in July
of 1967. He had previously
served on the administrative
staff of Pepperdine University
in Los Angeles. The Millers
were the first family to occupy
the present church home on
Loch Lomond Drive.
The Millers were well
known and were involved in
many aspects of religious and
civic life while in Murray.




Williamson,. Minister of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will speak at the
eleven a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Sept. 10, at the church.
David Smotherman, deacon
of the week, will assist in
the morning service. -
"Nothing Is Impossible"
and "Learning To Lean"
will be the selections- by the
Adult Choir with Tommy
Sc,,att as director, Mrs. Scott
as pianist, and Mrs. Jim
Neale as organist.
The Youth Choir will meet
at six p.m. Sunday for
practice and will sing "I
Wish You All Could Know
Him" in the evening service.
Sunday School will be at
ten a.m. and China*
Training at 630 p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs.







For A Tough Case 222
12 h.p. Tractor With
38" Mower
SAVE S464"
You want a good, durable garden tractor but at a ppoe
you can afford You got it Twelve tough horses in this one.
With mower, blower, blade, tiller and cart attachments
it'll handle all the tough sobs around your place. $of Nigh






ployed in the Admisaions
Office of Murray State
University. The three oldest
sons, Bruce. Phil, and Lee,
graduated from Murray High
School. Bruce is presently
employed with Blue Cross-
Blue Shield in Chattanooga,
Phil is serving in the navy,
and Lee resides in Murray.
The youngest son, Tim, is now
attending high school in
Gainesville, Fla.
Miller served the University
Church until December of 1976
at which time he moved from
Murray to assume his duties
as minister of the University
Avenue Church of Christ in
Gainesville, Fla., a position
which he still holds.
The weekend's activities
will begin with a worship
service on Saturday at 7:00
p.m. at which time Miller will
speak. On Sunday, he will
speak to the combined adult
Sunday School classes in the
main auditorium at 9:30 a.m.
and to the entire church
during the worship at 10:30
At noon, the Millers will be
special guests at a church-
wide potluck dinner to be held
in the church annex. The
weekend's activities will
conclude with the Sunday
evening worship service at
6:00 p.m.
All friends of the Millers and
friends of the University
Church are invited to attend
all anniversary events, a
church spokesman said.
•
CIVIITAN CANDY — Holding a sack of money from
Murray Civitan boxes are Coffield Vance of Murray
Civitans and Ray Harlan of Louisville Civitans and Gover-
nor of Civitans in Kentucky for 1978-79. Between Vance
and Harlan are Larry Dunn, Murray Civitan president for
1978-79 and outgoing Civitan president John Emerson.
Mr. Harlan originated the Civitan Candy box project.
Kentucky Civitan Candy
Boxes Go International
- The Civitan Candy boxes
you see in ten or twelve
business places in Murray
are no small thing in the
support of programs of
mental retardation and
physically handicapped:
From a small beginning in
Louisville in the fall of 1975
it has grown throughout
Kentucky and now into
thirty-three states and
Canada. Boxes are also
scheduled to be sent to
Norway and Hawaii. The net
Nursing Home Workshop
Planned Here Sept. 16
Plans have been com-
pleted for a workshop on
nursing homes to be held
Saturday, Sept. 16, at the
Westview Nursing Home,
according to the sponsors,
the Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association and
the Westview Nursing Home.
Panelists for the session
from 9:10 to 10:10 a.m. will
be Dr. Martha Erwin,
chairman of the Department






director of social activities,




of Social Work, Murray
State University, moderator.
Prior to the panel
discussion, a movie, Russell's Chapel..Peege," will be shown.
Registration will start at
8.30 a.m. followed by acatejaa' To Hear Phillips
and donuts being served and 'SI
Bill Phillips, Murray at-
Band Boosters Club torney, will be the lay speaker
Plans Monday Meet
The Calloway County High
School Band Boosters Club"
will meet Monday, Sept. 11,
at seven p.m. at the band
room of the school.
This will be an important
meeting as fund raising
projects will be discussed,
and all interested persons
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a welcome by Harold
Beaman of the nursing
home.
From 10:25 to 11:30 a.m.
small group discussions will
be held on "Families of
Persons in Nursing Homes,"
with Mrs. Jones, Dr.
Etaggett, and the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White; "Church
Visitors To Nursing Homes,"
with Mrs. TiiiihoLm, Dr.
Clark, and the Rev. Fred
French; "The Pastor's
Ministry to Nursing Homes,"
with Mr. Beaman, Dr,
Erwin, and Mrs. Moody.
The workshop will close
with a plenary session from
11:30 a.m. to twelve noon.
Advance registration is
requested by Saturday, Sept.
9, so plans can be made for
the workshop. Registration
may be sent to David Roos,
Box 447, Murray, Ky. 42071.
at the 11:00 a.m. Sunday
service at Russell's Chapel
United Methodist Church. He
will conduct the service in the
absence of the Rev. A. H.
McLeod, church pastor
"But the Greatest of These
is Love" will be the subject on
which Bro. Phillips will speak.
Phillips is Chairman of the
Murray-Calloway_County
Senior Citizens as yell as
Murray City Attorney. He is
a frequent lecturer before
groups and organizations and
has appeared at the
University of Kentucky and
Murray State University on
many occassions.
Russell's Chapel is located
on Highway 732, south of





(AP) — A Louisville man
sought by the FI31 and
authorities in Butler and
Warren counties is awaiting
extradition from a Fort
Worth, Texas, jail, state
police say.
k James Henderson, 53, was
!being sought on a federal
'charge of parole violation
and had been indicted by
grand juries in the two
counties on various charges,
police said Tuesday
Henderson was arregted
by FBI agents and Port
Worth police on the basis of
Information providil by
Kentucky State Poii«- at
Bowling Green.
Texas authorities say they
expect to return Henderson






proceeds from 18,000 such
boxes go to support a home
for mentally and physically
handicapped persons located
near Louisville named Cedar
Lake Lodge.
At the present time the
18,000 boxes take in a gross
$75,000 monthly. One-fourth
of the gross amount stays in
each local Civitan Club for
local uses to serve their
respective communities. TWO
percent of the total amount
is given to. Civitan Inter-
national headquarters for
general expenses; two
percent is also given to each
state Civitan organization
for their use. The balance of
the amount, less cost of
candy, is then given to the
Cedar Lake Lodge Foun-
dation to pay off con-
struction costs, and maintain
the institution. The Murray
Civitan Club uses its share
of , the proceeds to finance
two scholarships at Murray
State University for students
majoring in mental retar-
dation programs. Local
funds have also beenaised to
help finance the Special
Olympics program.
Ky. Health Planning Agency
Is Granted Full Designation
Decisions about the use of resulted in official recognition
federal funds for health of HSA-West by the federal
programs will soon be made government," said Robert 0.
on the regional level as Ken- Miller, Calloway County
tucky Health Systems Agency- Judge-Executive and
West enters its first year of president of the KHSA-W
full designation nder an board. "We will still be doing
agreement with Depart- everything we were before —
ment of Health 4cation and trying to improve the health of
Welfare. • the people and cut down on the
Authority to approve or cost of health care." -
disapprove proposals for the The Purchase area. is
use of federal_ funds will be represented on the health
vested in HSA-West after final planning board by Miller, and
regulations are issued by consumers Robert Reed of
HEW. These are expected in Marshall County and Will
January. Shadoan of Ballard County.
"Federal fund proposals Full designation gives HSA-
must be reviewed within the West the authority to put
context of state, regional and specific plans to improve the
area plans," said Betty health of the citizens of
Fleischaker, chairwoman af western Kentucky into effect.
the Program Development (The first of these plans was
Committee. "We will be using published by KHSA-W in July
this time to familiarize our- of this year. The Maternal and
selves with overall plans so we Child Health Plan is aimed at
can make informed locating specialized maternity
judgements about regional and infant care services
projects." throughout the western half of
HSA-West is one of a the state to give citizens ac-
national network of corn- cess to high-level care closer
_munity-based planning bodies to their homes.) -
created by an act of Congress Under full designation the
in 1974. HSAs were designed to agency will also help in-
involve consumers and dividuals and groups develop
providers in deciding what needed health programs.
type of health care they will Future plans call for the
have, how much it will cost agency to administer a fund to
and where it will be located, develop health services in this
Like other HSAs, the agency area.
has operated under con- HSA-West will cooperate
ditional designation for two with state government to
years. Full designation took review existing institutional
effect September 1. services — hospitals, nursing
"We are extremely pleased homes, clinics, etc. — to
that our two-year effort has decide if they meet the health
Corrections & Amplifications
Due to a headline writer's error, The Murray Ledger &
Times incorrectly said in a headline on the front page of
Thursday's edition that a Murray Civic Music Association
Board of Directors kick-off party will be Saturday. The
party, aboard a tour boat on Kentucky Lake, will be Sun-
day afternoon, Sept. 10.
The Murray Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors
in fact or clarity any misleading intormation appearing in news ar-
ticles. That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need
for clarification please call 753-1915
 ii
needs of the citizens of
western Kentucky.
Applications for new health
projects are now reviewed by
IU-LSA-W in Kentucky's cer-
tificate of need process. This
review process helps hold
down the cost of health care by
determining whether an area
actually needs a proposed
project.
"I am optimistic that the
implementation of this
Agreement will enable your
agency to make im-
provemenaa in the health
status of the residents of your
area," said George Reich,
HEW Regional Administrator,
in a letter confirming the full
designation.
Full designation
agreements are valid for one
year and may be renewed
annually.
Copies of HSA-West plans
are available in every public
library in western Kentucky.
Plans and applications for
(free) membership in the
corporation may be had by
writing Kentucky Health
Systems Agency-West, Inc.,
1941 Bishop Lane, Suite 401,
Louisville, KY 40218.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m
356.2. up 0.1.
Below dam 301.6 up 1.3.
Barkley dam 7 a.m. 356.2.
Below dam 303.3 down 1.9.
Sunset 7:17. Sunrise 6:33.
MISS YOUR PAPS?
Suakribers wise lievo eas
receive4 dwir beims-sieliventi
copy of he array Weer 4
Times by 5:30 p.m. Mender
Friday or by 3:30 p.m_ on Satyr'
ilays-er• wryest to cell 753-1010
bewails 5:30 p.m. mad 6 p.m.,
Moro* -friday , or 3:30 p.m.
mod 4 p.m. Saterdeys, to Maws
delivery of the newspaper. CASs
most be pieced by 6 p.m.






Our 20th year as a part of the musical life of Murray and the entire Pureiiase
2. The strong support from the public, Murray State University and the Kentucky
Arts Commission, which has allowedus to engage the largest number of outstanding
attractions ever for this year... ___
3. The Audience Development Grant received from the Kentucky Arts Com-
mission. This enables us to present a free public mini-concert every day of Campaign
Week...
COME AND ENJOY one of our free concerts each day, September
11 through 15. Come and purchase your season ticket for the
1978-79 season of Murray Civic Music Association at any of the
free concerts. If you have purchased your season ticket for 1978-
79, come and accept our appreciation. COME AND ENJOY!
Monday, September 11 12:30p.m.
.12:30 p.m.
MSU Faculty Brass Trio (Robert Scribner, John
Hancock, Marta Hofacre), Courthouse Lawn
MSU Student Brass Quintet (Dan Golando, Craig
Cole, Brady Miller, Mike Perry, Don McClure),
North Office People's Bank
8:00 p.m. MSU Faculty Brass Trio (Robert Scribner, John





Kay Bates, Voice; Judyth Lippman, Piano,
Murray Woman's Club
Kay Bates, Judytb Lippmann, Murray Woman's
Club
MSU Jazz Combo with Jamie Aebersold, Guest
Saxophone Artist, "Stewart Stadium Parking Lot
(East)
7:30p.m. MSU Student Brass-Quintet (Dan Goland°, Craig
Cole, Brady Miller, Mike Perrf,—Don McClure),
Benton-Marshall County Public Library
7:30p.m. MSU String Qudrtet (Robert Gillespie, Tom Roy,
Neale Mason, Conny Ottway), Murray-Calloway 1
County Public Library
Friday, September 15 12 noon Elmo Reed, Guitarist, Lobby, Bank of Murray
'In stadium concourse if weather inclement
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